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Convergence of QD-MAP results. Increasing the number of iterations
(i.e., number of quasi-Dijkstra proposals) monotonically increases the
posterior measure of the results in (a), but because posterior measure
is an imperfect proxy for true accuracy, the measures of fidelity to
groundtruth, shown in (a) and (b), do not always improve (though
their trends do). Error bars show confidence intervals on the success
metrics computed at a p = 0.05 significance level. Based on these
plots, we chose to limit the inference process to 200 iterations. . . . 43
2.9 Cumulative distribution of Hausdorff distance between groundtruth
and inferred route, i.e., success rate vs. error threshold. Higher is
better. QD-MAP shows the success rate of quasi-Dijkstra proposals
that maximize eq. (2.16). QD-ML shows the success rate of quasiDijkstra proposals that maximize image likelihood. We also show the
success rate of the shortest path in the superpixel graph. . . . . . . . 44
2.10 Benefit of the prior pπ . In (a), the horizontal axis corresponds to
the 1526 trails in our dataset. For each trail, a green mark indicates
the log likelihood of the image, given its groundtruth trail, as measured by eq. (2.15). Above or below it, an orange mark shows the log
likelihood for the trail hypothesis chosen via QD-ML (max-likelihood
inference) for that trail. In (b), blue bars tally unsuccessful results,
i.e., Hausdorff error above 50 m, and gold bars tally success. Bars
with red stripes tally QD-ML results producing likelihoods exceeding that of groundtruth (orange above green), which indicate poor
judgment by the ML statistical model—especially the blue-and-red
bar: those results are bad, yet the ML model scores them higher than
groundtruth. Plots (c) and (d) are analogous, corresponding to QDMAP results and eq. (2.16). They demonstrate how the prior not
only increases the success rate (taller gold bar), but also improves
the judgment of the assessment measure (fewer orange marks above
green curve, shorter red-striped bars). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48
2.11 Example failures. Left column shows aerial images. Center column
shows groundtruth is in blue, inference result in purple. Right column
shows proposals in green. Result (a) is too steep to be plausible
(see Fig. 3.1), indicating that elevation data might improve results.
Example (b) suggests that inference could be improved by narrowing
the search space to retain partially-correct results. Result (c) shows
that when image evidence is scant or contradictory, the problem is
ambiguous. Hausdorff error e1 , in meters, is given for each example.
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purple. At right, proposals are shown in green. Hausdorff error e1 , in
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Motivation for using elevation (I). When terrain elevation is considered, the texture-based result of Fig. 2.11a appears unlikely. Here,
the result, based only on the aerial imagery in (a), departs from the
true northbound trail along a shortcut that steeply descends 410 m
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m (41% grade)—a hilly ride! For context, (c) shows a 35% grade
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(b) is 40 feet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Motivation for using elevation (II). When trail-like texture is scant,
perhaps elevation data could help us make a better guess, by ruling
out the wilder hypotheses of a texture-only proposer. For example,
the trail in (a) is faint, and its heatmap in (b) shows little trail evidence in the middle of the image, and a few strong local detections
on clutter. Proposals in (c) reflect that lack. Although it might be
impossible with the current features and texture training to infer this
trail successfully, maybe we can use the elevation surface, in (d), to
penalize the very hilly routes in (c), and yield an improved inference
result, if not a success. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
We characterize the joint relationship between terrain gradient and
trail direction via a two-dimensional histogram E1 (g, ψ) using 1%
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angle between gradient direction and trail axis. This plot shows raw
counts (unnormalized and before soft binning). Marginals for this
joint distribution are shown as solid blue lines in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5.
Comparison of empirical distributions of terrain grade g along
GDMBR, conditioned upon on-trail or off-trail status. Off-trail pixel
distribution has a heavier tail. On-trail distribution is P
derived from
the surface in Fig. 3.3; it is the marginal distribution ψ E1 (g, ψ).
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Comparison of empirical distributions of angle ψ between uphill direction and trail axis, for on-trail pixels.
P Both are derived from the
surface in Fig. 3.3. Solid line shows g E1 (g, ψ), the marginal distribution over ψ. Dashed line is E1;g≥0.4 , the steep-trail histogram of
eq. (3.4). Histograms are normalized. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mixing elevation likelihood into the graph weights causes proposals
on hilly terrain to improve (b, c, d) though too much reliance on
elevation produces insufficient compliance to texture data (e). Each
column shows proposals (green) and groundtruth (blue) for the same
trail piece, generated using weights according to eq. (3.10). For ζ
near 1, the proposals follow switchbacks better than the elevationblind proposals in (a) do. Compare column 3 to Fig. 3.1, column 5
to Fig. 3.2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Elevation data and texture data fundamentally differ. Intuitively,
the texture heatmap in (a) provides many clues (patches of warm
color) about the true path between trail endpoints marked with black
circles. In contrast, the corresponding elevation surface (b) provides
little guidance about which of many plausible routes truly connects
the endpoints. There is no obviously-best route, i.e., the likelihood
seems to lack a salient peak. (Compare with Fig. 3.1.) . . . . . . .
Elevation likelihood improves QD-MAP inference, as seen in (a).
Prior offers modeling benefits over QD-ML inference, similar to those
discussed in §2.4.1. Compare to Figs. 2.9 and 2.10; changes are subtle
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Scatterplots of inference quality, per trail, with and without our elevation likelihood model. These plots show the same data but with
different axis limits: specifically, plot (b) shows details near the origin.
Each orange mark represents a trail’s two inference results: horizontal
coordinate shows the Hausdorff error of the result obtained without
elevation likelihood, and vertical coordinate shows the Hausdorff error of the result obtained after introducing the elevation likelihood
model. Lower is better: marks below the solid black line represent
trails with results improved by using elevation data. Points on the
black line represent trails whose inference result is unaffected after introducing elevation data. Dashed lines bound the interquartile range
of the improvement: 50% of the points lie between the dashed lines.
In (a) we see a few spectacular improvements, (orange points far below the black line) and several significant regressions (orange points
far above the black line). In (b) we see many small adjustments,
both better and worse, though the average adjustment is for the better. The narrow interquartile range shows that at for the half the
inference results, the effect is mild at most, though more often of
benefit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68

4.1

Fifty example trajectories of (a) a one-dimensional standard Wiener
process and (b) a standard Brownian bridge {Bt : t ∈ [0, 1]} observed
at B0 = 0 and B1 = 1. Heavy green and red tracks show the sample
mean and the sample standard deviation plus mean, respectively.
The mean of bridge state Bt is a straight line between observations:
E(Bt ) = (1 − t)B0 + tB1 . The variance is a parabola, parametrized
by diffusion constant c: E(Bt2 ) − E(Bt )2 = ct(1 − t). For the standard
Brownian bridge, c = 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77
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Results of MCMC-MAP inference. After 10000 iterations of the
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, using quasi-Dijkstra proposals, the
MAP sample shows modest improvements in the success rate, as seen
in the CDF plots of (a) and (b). Results are otherwise similar to those
shown in Fig. 3.8. In comparison, a slightly larger fraction of inference results have posterior measure exceeding that of groundtruth.
As before, these results are tallied in the red-striped bars of (d).
Again, possibly some of the 312 trails counted in the plain blue bar
of (d) could be solved by improvements to sampling, but not those
in the red-and-blue bar, which betoken limitations of the model. In
(d), both striped bars are taller than in Fig. 3.8(e), indicating that
MCMC-MAP optimization is aggressive enough to expose these limitations more than QD-MAP could. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83
Scatterplots of inference quality, per trail, before and after MCMCMAP inference. These plots show the same data but with different
axis limits: plot (b) shows details near the origin. Each orange mark
represents a trail’s two inference results: horizontal coordinate is its
Hausdorff error before MCMC-MAP inference (initialized using the
QD-MAP result), and vertical coordinate is its Hausdorff error after MCMC-MAP inference. Lower is better: marks below the solid
black line represent trails with results improved by MCMC-MAP inference. Points on the black line represent trails whose inference
result is neither better nor worse after MCMC-MAP inference. Blue
dashed lines bound the interquartile range of the improvement: 50%
of the points lie between the dashed lines. In (a) we see several dramatic improvements (orange points far below the black line) and a
few dramatic retrogressions (orange points far above the black line).
In (b) we see many small adjustments, both better and worse. The
narrow interquartile range shows that at least the half the inference
results were very mildly altered. These plots support the observation
that MCMC-MAP inference performs at least as well as QD-MAP
inference. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85
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Does an increase in posterior measure correspond to an improved result, during MCMC-MAP inference? Yes, by a small amount. For
each trail, this scatterplot compares the increase in posterior measure (for the MCMC-MAP result relative to the QD-MAP result)
along the horizontal axis. And for each trail, its the corresponding
improvement in Hausdorff error is plotted along the vertical axis.
Higher is better, and means reduced error. Thus each orange point
represents one trail’s change in these two quantities. In §2.3, we assumed a positive correlation between these quantities, and these data
weakly support that assumption, manifesting a positive correlation
(ρ = 0.13). The blue line through (0, 0), with a slope minimizing its
squared-error from improvement in Hausdorff error, has slope of 5.2
meters of improvement, per unit increase in log posterior measure.
This posterior is not normalized, but its scale is the same as that
shown in Fig. 4.2(c). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Failure cases, revisited. Compare (a)-(c) to Fig. 2.11, and (d) to
Fig. 3.2(c). When compared to quasi-Dijkstra proposals that lack the
influence of the prior or elevation likelihood, the Markov chain states
appear to vary less. Each inset compares intermediate and final results: blue shows groundtruth, purple shows QD-MAP/no-elevation
inference result, and orange shows final MCMC-MAP inference result. Frame labels show Hausdorff error for QD-MAP/no-elev. as e1
(same as Fig. 2.11), and Hausdorff error for MCMC-MAP as e2 . Each
MCMC-MAP result is better. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Example improvements. First column shows texture heatmap Q1 /Q0 ,
second shows elevation, third shows MCMC-MAP result (orange),
QD-MAP/no-elev. result (purple), groundtruth (blue), sampler
states (yellow). Discussion is in the text. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Failure examples from MCMC-MAP inference. Groundtruth is shown
in blue, MCMC-MAP results in orange, and decimated sampler states
in semitransparent yellow. Hausdorff error e2 is shown next to frame
labels. In (a), the true trail has so many sharp bends that the
model scores the incorrect MCMC-MAP result as more plausible
than groundtruth: this is one of the “SuperMCMC-Bad” trails of
Fig. 4.2(d). In (b), a nearby creek confuses the sampler. The jump
to the creek scores higher than other samples (yellow) lying nearer to
groundtruth. Confusion is not limited to waterways: in (c), nearby
mine tailings are confused with trail. In (d), side paths make the
problem ambiguous. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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number of samples is 1000. Sample paths have the same source and
destination as the 20 orange paths of Fig. A.4, shown again in (b).
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ABSTRACT

We present a statistical model of recreational trails, and a method to infer trail
routes from geophysical data, namely aerial imagery and terrain elevation. We
learn a set of textures (textons) that characterize the imagery, and use the textons
to segment each image into super-pixels. We also model each texton’s probability
of generating trail pixels, and the direction of such trails. From terrain elevation,
we model the magnitude and direction of terrain gradient on-trail and off-trail.
These models lead to a likelihood function for image and elevation. Consistent with
Bayesian reasoning, we combine the likelihood with a prior model of trail length
and smoothness, yielding a posterior distribution for trails, given an image. We
search for good values of this posterior using both a novel stochastic variation of
Dijkstra’s algorithm, and an MCMC-inspired sampler. Our experiments, on trail
images and groundtruth collected in the western continental USA, show substantial
improvement over those of the previous best trail-finding methods.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

Recreational trails like the one shown in Figure 1.1a represent a challenge for computer vision. They lack well defined rigid shape, they occupy relatively few pixels
in an aerial image (Fig. 1.1b), they are surrounded by highly variable clutter, and
are frequently obscured by trees. Trails are usually smaller and more winding than
vehicular roads, and their shapes demand statistical description. Automatic identification of trails is useful not only for bikers, hikers, and land managers [42] but
also as a model problem in other domains that depend on identifying locally-linear
structures in images, such as blood vessels or neurons grown in vitro. This dissertation presents a statistical model describing recreational trails as observed in aerial
imagery and elevation data.
First we develop a generative model for trail images, based on a segmentation
of images by textures. The image model uses a set of textons, a characteristic
set of texture elements learned from training data [39]. For each texton, we learn
its probability of generating on-trail pixels (Fig. 1.1c), and, when it does so, the
direction in which that trail is oriented (Fig. 1.1d). Using this image model, we
derive a likelihood function for a trail’s image (§2.2.1). That, combined with a
simple prior for our trail model (§2.2), defines a posterior distribution for trails.
In order to infer the route of a latent trail between two known endpoints, we
use a sampling approach to search this posterior for a good value. Like earlier work
in road- and trail-finding, e.g. [43], we build a graph from the image evidence, and
generate inference proposals as simple paths in this graph. More specifically, by
carefully constructing the edge weights (§2.3.1) we produce a graph in which short
paths between nodes tend to have high likelihood in the statistical model. In §2.3.2
we present a novel heuristic method, related to Dijkstra’s algorithm, that uses this
inexact dual relationship to propose independent data-driven route proposals. Using
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1.1: Example trail (a), trail image (b), and learned characteristics of image
textons (c, d). In the texture analysis of (c), color indicates the ratio of frequencies,
for each superpixel’s texton label, at which that texton generates on- and off-trail
pixels. In (d), hue and saturation show the trail direction of each superpixel’s texton,
conditioned on it generating a trail pixel. Hue indicates direction, and saturation
indicates axial concentration. (Best viewed in color.)
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our model to judge among the proposals, we retain the most probable route as the
best one.
1.1 Previous work
Locally-linear structures are found in many problem domains. Roysam and others
have worked on biomedical applications that require finding thin structures such as
blood vessels and neurons (e.g., [1, 3, 4]). They have used a variety of approaches,
such as active contours [33], minimal paths [11], and many other methods; see
[35, 38] for recent reviews. However, there are substantial differences between trail
extraction and vessel segmentation. Trails tend to be thinner than typical vessels
(our model neglects their width) and they are more often occluded entirely. In
addition, the clutter surrounding trails tends to be more variable, which motivates
our approach based on textons and superpixels.
Trail-finding shares many characteristics with road-finding, which has a substantial literature. Reviews of road-finding literature can be found in [7] and [41].
Bottom-up approaches using two or three steps are common to many road-finding
applications, going back at least to Fischler et al. [21]. Statistical approaches are less
common, but the work of Geman and Jedynak [24] is an interesting exception. They
too developed a statistical model of roads and road images, but assumed more conditional independence in their image data than we did. Their active testing method
computes an explicit decision tree while tracing a road. In contrast, each invocation of our quasi-Dijkstra procedure produces a random path that is essentially one
realization of an implicit decision tree.
The Zerubia group at INRIA has developed a sophisticated reversible-jump
Markov chain Monte Carlo sampler for the extraction of road networks [54, 36].
They have developed a statistical model called the Candy model describing the geometric relationships of line segments which serve as the representation of roads.
Their work is very interesting but solves a different problem, since their networks
are allowed to have breaks and even (with some penalty) isolated line segments.
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Thus, when (say) tree cover obscures road evidence, their system can simply leave
a gap, whereas each result from our trail finder always connects the trail endpoints.
Using information theory, Yuille and Coughlan [58, 19] have made a deep analysis
of the limits of a Bayesian approach for models factored like [24], a form almost
compatible with our model.
This dissertation is a substantial expansion of previously-published work [48],
which contained much of the material of chapter 2 in briefer form. To our knowledge, the only other vision literature specific to trail-finding is that of Morris and
Barnard [43], who trace trails via a two-step process comparable to other roadfinders: they assign each image pixel an energy value based on a Naive Bayes classifier, then search for a path through the pixel graph that minimizes an energy
function employing both local and global factors. Our approach differs from theirs
in several aspects. First, we base our objective function on a more comprehensive statistical characterization of image textures. Second, we incorporate another
high-level step—an intermediate super-pixel segmentation (see Fig. 1.2) based on
textons, justified by the naivety of independent pixel characteristics in this domain.
Third, our image likelihood function uses a statistical model of trail direction learned
for the textons. Fourth, we exploit elevation data in concert with image data (see
Fig. 1.3). Fifth, our trail inference scheme differs substantially from theirs.
Many road-finding methods are based on solving a dynamic programming or
shortest path problem in a pixel or similar lattice. Similarly, our trail proposer finds
short, but not necessarily shortest, paths in the superpixel graph, as a heuristic
method to explore the space of routes between trail endpoints. This proposer is implemented by modifying Dijkstra’s algorithm to introduce an element of randomness
into its main loop (§2.3.2), which we believe is a novel approach.
The challenge of characterizing the resulting distribution of paths or path lengths
bears some similarity to the stochastic shortest path problem [6, 12, 47], but the
latter research has more to do with finding an optimal traversal policy. Results from
queueing theory [8, 26, 27] suggest that many priority queues exhibit a power-law
waiting time like eq. (2.20), but whether this has implications for graph traversal is
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Figure 1.2: Overview of trail-finding steps of chapter 2. We use a bank of oriented
filters to generate pixel features, which we use to segment the image into superpixels
of contiguous texture. We generate independent trail proposals T (i) for i = 1, 2, . . .
by searching for nearly-shortest paths in the superpixel graph, and keep the proposal
with the highest posterior measure. (The posterior also depends on the superpixels,
but as this is a simplified schematic, that dependency is not portrayed.)
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Figure 1.3: Overview of trail-finding steps of chapter 4. In addition to the image
data, we consult elevation data, and employ MCMC sampling both to estimate
the maximum-posterior route, and to generate Markov chain states that represent
plausible alternative routes.
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not clear.
There are a few similarities between our approach to trail-finding and robotic
path planning algorithms such as Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRTs) [37]
and related approaches [5, 34]. In each case, a stochastically-built tree provides a
route to a goal point. However, there are significant differences. With ordinary
RRTs, as with other standard robotic path planning, candidate paths are cleanly
partitioned into feasible and infeasible categories. That contrasts with trails, which
are frequently occluded by tree cover. Also, in robotics, one usually seeks a feasible
path that minimizes a cost function; whereas in the present work, we want a simple
path that maximizes a probability distribution.
As a reminder, the shortest-path and longest-path graph problems vastly differ: the first is solvable using elementary dynamic programming, but the second is
NP-complete and hard to approximate [32]. Garey and Johnson remark, “intuition
can be a particularly untrustworthy guide in these matters, since many problems
that are polynomially solvable differ only slightly from other problems that are
NP-complete.” They note similar pairings like Edge-Cover/Vertex-Cover and 2Sat/3-Sat that “differ only slightly” in description, though greatly in difficulty [23].
Feedback from preliminary presentations of this material suggests that such confusion is a common stumbling-block.
1.2 Data and Problem Definition
We used groundtruth derived from GPS tracks collected in 2004 by Morris and
Barnard [43] from the Great Divide Mountain Bike Route (GDMBR), which traverses the western continental United States (Fig. 1.4). This route was partitioned
into trail pieces that each fit into a 2 km square bounding box aligned north-south.
Panchromatic (i.e., grayscale) orthorectified aerial photoimagery surrounding each
trail piece, originating from the US Geological Survey, was downloaded from Microsoft Research Maps [9] (now offline). The result is 1526 trail pieces and images
(one trail piece per image), at a resolution of 1 m/pixel, which is adequate resolution
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.4: Waypoints collected by Scott Morris along the Great Divide Mountain
Bike Route, used in the present work. Elevation data used in Chapter 3 are also
shown in (b).
to distinguish trails across open terrain. We pose the inference problem as follows.
Given the image and the endpoints of the corresponding trail piece, how does the
trail connect those endpoints? We evaluate our answer by computing how far the
highest-posterior route strays from groundtruth.
We represent a trail piece T as a sequence of eight-connected pixel locations in
the image. The number of locations is denoted |T |. Within T , a subsequence of
exactly 50 distinct pixel locations, the trail vertices (two endpoints and 48 interior
vertices), define the trail. All other pixel locations in T are determined by using
Bresenham’s line algorithm [16] between successive trail vertices. When necessary,
we use dynamic programming [45] to reduce a sequence of route points to the 50vertex size criterion. In the case of groundtruth, this introduces tolerable distortion
(Fig. 1.5). The 50-vertex requirement is not essential to the model: the only part
that depends upon it is the prior (§2.2). The likelihood will work with an arbitrary
list of pixel locations, as long as the path has a well-defined tangent everywhere.
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Figure 1.5: Dimensionality reduction of groundtruth. In these example trail pieces,
83 to 246 waypoints were collected (red and blue points). The prior model is trained
from groundtruth reduced to 50 waypoints. Along twisty trails, this introduces
distortion, but usually much smaller than the 50-meter envelope (yellow) used as
our failure threshold. The worst such distortion in the data set is shown at bottom
left, with arrows indicating the biggest deviations. Upper left example shows more
typical distortion.
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We can represent a tangent to a trail by a 2-vector or by an angle. Since a
trail heading north looks the same as a trail heading south, such an angle can be
wrapped into the interval [0, π) without loss of information, and is known as an axial
direction (in contrast to a radial direction).
In the next chapter, we present the development of the image-based likelihood
measure that is the backbone of the model. It is based on a texture analysis and
a nuanced conditional independence assumption. We also describe a simple prior,
and an inference method inspired by earlier work using an energy-based trail model.
In chapter 3, we augment this model with elevation data and demonstrate that it
improves overall performance. Finally, in chapter 4, we argue for integrating our
inference method into a Markov chain, Monte Carlo sampling framework. Each
chapter contains results showing incremental improvements. We end with some
concluding remarks, followed by some appendices that elaborate technical points
outside the main flow of the text.
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CHAPTER 2
Modeling Trails in Images

This chapter is an expansion of previously-published work [48], which describes
a statistical model for recreational trails in aerial images, without the benefit of
elevation data.
As stated in the introduction, we are drawn to a Bayesian approach based on
statistical modeling, because it offers a principled way to model a problem of interest
jointly with data observed in the world. In the case of recreational trails, we begin
by characterizing our data, aerial imagery, and the appearance of trails within that
imagery. More specifically, we start with a texture analysis of the images. This is
followed by learning the highly-variable appearance of trail as it is manifested in
those textures.
2.1 Texture characterization
Our basic strategy is to segment the image into superpixels to form clumps of conditionally independent pixels. We model the textures of the image using a Gaussian
mixture (GMM). Our features are image brightness, plus the oriented energy response from twelve filter kernels. The filter shape is Gaussian in one direction,
and a difference-of-Gaussians shape in the perpendicular direction, elongated with
length/width ratio of 4, and rotated with a 15◦ increment (Fig. 2.1). Each kernel
has a sigma of 4 pixels in the narrow direction, which is comparable to the width of
typical paths in our image data.
The 13-dimensional feature vectors are drawn from a selection of on-trail and offtrail pixels, and used to train a GMM of 100 modes using EM [20]. The intent is to
learn a comprehensive set of texture elements—textons—found across all training
images. Because the oriented Gaussian kernels roughly match the appearance of
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Figure 2.1: Image features include the responses of twelve filter kernels convolved
with the image. They generate a strong response to paired edges. Filter kernels
have Gaussian shape and aspect ratio 4. Blue and orange represent positive and
negative values in the kernel.
visible paths, the textons also tend to cluster trail pixels according to the direction
of trail (Fig. 2.2b).
Next we label each image pixel with its most probable texton (GMM mode).
During training, we then learn for each texton some additional characteristics: the
frequencies with which it generates on-trail and off-trail pixels, and the axial direction (i.e., direction wrapped into the interval [0, π) radians) associated with on-trail
pixels. The former we learn by counting image pixels on-trail and off-trail in the
training data. The latter we model as a von Mises distribution [40] (an angular
distribution) using a maximum-likelihood (ML) fit of axial directions sampled from
groundtruth trail pixels.
The results of this statistical learning are denoted as follows. For texton label k,
let µk , Σk denote the mean and covariance of the feature vectors generated by the
mode. Let Q1 (k) denote the probability that a randomly-chosen on-trail pixel has
label k. (In other words, it is the probability of that label, conditioned upon the
pixel’s on-trail status.) We compute this as a ratio of pixel-counts. Similarly, Q0 (k)
is the analogous probability for off-trail pixels of k. When k does generate an ontrail pixel, its axial direction is modeled by von Mises parameters µk , the expected
direction, and κk , the concentration. We denote the probability distribution function
(PDF) of an axial von Mises distribution evaluated at angle θ ∈ [0, π) by
fAM (θ; µ, κ) = 2fM (2θ; 2µ, κ) =

1
exp (κ cos (2θ − 2µ))
πI0 (κ)

(2.1)

where fM (θ; µ, κ) represents the PDF of an ordinary (radial) von Mises distribution,
and I0 is the order-zero modified Bessel function of the first kind. The inner factors
of two in (2.1) cause the distribution to have period π radians, and the outer factor
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of 2 is required for normalization. When the concentration is zero, the distribution
is uniform, and fAM (θ; µ, 0) = π −1 . In Fig. 1.1c, color indicates ratio Q1 (k)/Q0 (k),
for each pixel’s label k. The directional parameters are shown in Fig. 1.1d, where
the hue and saturation vary with parameters µk and κk , respectively.
The texton labels induce a segmentation of the image into superpixels. A superpixel s is an 8-connected region of pixels sharing a common label, whose size |s|
we limit to at most 16384 pixels. Maximal connected regions of pixels that share
a common label but exceed that size are partitioned into multiple superpixels by a
128×128 grid. Such large regions are rare: ranked by size, the 90%th-percentile area
of maximal connected regions covers only about 100 pixels (100 m2 ). A typical image has about 75,000 superpixels, which segments the pixels into partitions of about
50 pixels, on average. (In more detail: an image typically contains 37,000 to 103,000
superpixels. This is the interquartile range, rounded. The size of superpixels thus
usually is in the range of 39 to 107 pixels.) See Fig. 2.2a.
Because superpixels are small and contain nearly uniform texture, in §2.2.1 we
adopt the simplifying assumption that all pixels within each superpixel may be
regarded as entirely on-trail or entirely off-trail. It is for this reason that large
maximally connected regions must be partitioned. An egregious example is shown
in Fig. 2.2d. Visual inspection shows that a short length of ground truth crosses
the green region, which should cause a small boost to the association between that
texton and on-trail status. In other words, it ought to increase the pixel count
in Q1 (kgreen )1 , though only by a limited amount, because little of its area is really
on the trail. Gridding ensures that the effect on Q1 (kgreen ) is limited: just a few
thousand kgreen pixels, in those few grid squares touching groundtruth, are counted
as on-trail. All other kgreen pixels are correctly regarded as off-trail, and their tally
is added to Q0 (kgreen ). Consider the alternative: all else being equal, if the gridding
step were omitted, every pixel in this green ocean would be counted as on-trail data,
and none as off-trail, which would bias the model to over-associate on-trail status
1

The symbol kgreen is meant informally to denote the texton label associated with the green

area in Fig. 2.2d.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 2.2: Superpixels are compact groups of pixels that share a texton label.
Usually they are maximal connected regions. But, if a maximal region is too large,
it will be partitioned on a grid. The frequency plot in (a) shows that the majority
of such regions are small in area (under 100 m2 ). Image (b) shows superpixels (in
different colors) that intersect ground truth for a typical trail piece. Larger on-trail
superpixels are usually long and thin. Highlighted region: 3337 m2 . Fewer than 2
per 10000 exceed 16384 m2 , but such pathological regions must be partitioned, lest
they flout our assumption that pixels of a superpixel are either all on-trail, or all
off-trail. For example, in the imagery of (c), a single texton proved to be the most
likely generator over a large area, yielding the 1.87 km2 green region in (d).
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with this texton.
Segmentation into superpixels is important to our model because it lets us assume
a measure of conditional independence that balances the competing requirements
for a model that is both realistic and computationally tractable. We have found an
assumption of pixel-wise independence, conditioned solely on a trail, to be insufficiently realistic to improve upon earlier results. In our dataset, neighboring pixels
frequently have highly-correlated feature vectors because the appearance of on- and
off-trail terrain often changes slowly compared to the relatively narrow size of the
feature kernels we have chosen. Yet the model will be intractable unless we can factor the image likelihood into independent components. Segmenting the image by a
learned palette of textons lets us relax our independence assumptions, to respect the
correlations in the imagery, yet still partition the superpixels into on- and off-trail
classes.
2.2 Trail model
Since the trail representation approximates a polygonal path, it has a well-defined
tangent direction at every pixel location strictly between two trail vertices: let trail
pixel q be between successive vertices vi = [xi , yi ]t and vi+1 . The direction at q is
that of unit vector

vi+1 −vi
.
kvi+1 −vi k

We can also define a direction at the trail vertices,

as a composite of the directions of the neighboring path edges: at vertex vi with
predecessor and successor vertices vi−1 and vi+1 , we define the direction at vi as that
of vector

vi −vi−1
kvi −vi−1 k

+

vi+1 −vi
.
kvi+1 −vi k

Trail curvature tends to change gradually, and we model that prior knowledge
by pc (T ), a product of von Mises distributions on the differences of successive vertex
angles at interior vertices (Fig. 2.3). This prior lends preference to trails that have
constant curvature. For a trail T defined by N = 50 vertices, with interior angles
φ1 , φ2 , . . . , φN −2 , the prior PDF is
pc (T ) =

N
−3
Y
i=1


fM


φi − φi+1
; 0, κc .
2

(2.2)
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Figure 2.3: Trail notation used in prior. The successive differences of angles
φ1 , φ2 , . . . , φN −2 discretely approximate the derivative of path curvature.
Concentration κc is learned using a maximum likelihood estimator on the corresponding angles in the training data. (Observe that φ1 , . . . , φN −2 represent radial
directions.)
In addition, we model prior knowledge about a trail’s polygonal path length
`(T ). By construction, each trail piece extends across a square bounding box Lmin
= 1900 meters on a side. Thus `(T ) is always at least Lmin meters long. The excess,
∆L = `(T ) − Lmin , has a distribution that is roughly exponential, so we use prior
pL (T ) = λL exp(−λL ∆L) ,

(2.3)

for which we estimate λL = 1/E[∆L] from training data. Our overall trail prior is
thus
pπ (T ) = pL (T )pc (T )1/(N −3) ,
where exponent

1
N −3

(2.4)

compensates (§2.2.2) for the number of factors in pc (T ).

2.2.1 Image likelihood
We develop the likelihood pi (I | T ), where I is a grayscale image surrounding a
trail hypothesis, T . We partition I into superpixels S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , s|S| }, and
further partition S according to whether a superpixel intersects T .

We denote

the superpixels containing trail pixels by S1 = {s ∈ S : s ∩ T 6= ∅}. Assuming
conditional independence of the superpixels, the image likelihood is
pi (I | T ) =

Y
s∈S

p(Ds |T ) =

Y
s∈S\S1

l0 (s) ·

Y

l1 (s; T ),

(2.5)

s∈S1

in which Ds represents the features of superpixel s, l0 (s) represents the likelihood of
Ds in a off-trail region, and l1 (s; T ) represents the likelihood of Ds when it intersects
one or more pixels of T .
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Observe that product

Q

s∈S l0 (s)

is independent of the trail hypothesis T . Hence,

for fixed I, we can cancel the contribution of the numerous off-trail superpixels:
Q
Q
Y l1 (s; T )
s∈S1 l1 (s; T )
s∈S\S1 l0 (s) ·
Q
=
.
(2.6)
pi (I | T ) ∝
l
0 (s)
s∈S l0 (s)
s∈S
1

We now derive the likelihood functions in (2.6). In both l0 and l1 , for each
pixel we will account for three characteristics found there: the pixel’s features as
conditioned by its texton label, the pixel’s label as conditioned by trail overlap, and
the pixel’s label as conditioned by the direction of the trail’s tangent. In order to
make the numerator and denominator of (2.6) share a consistent measure, we must
include all three factors at each pixel.
We begin with likelihood l0 (s) of the image data in off-trail superpixel s. Let
q be any pixel in s, and let c(q) and c(s) respectively denote the texton label of q
and the texton label common to all pixels of s. We assume independence of pixel
data, given a common labeling; that is, for all the pixels of s, we model their feature
vectors as independent provided we know that they were all generated by c(s):
l0 (s) = p(Ds | s occurs off-trail)
Y

=
N Dq ; µc(s) , Σc(s) · Q0 (c(s)) · π −1 .

(2.7)
(2.8)

q∈s


|s| Y
N q ; µc(s) , Σc(s) ,
= π −1 Q0 (c(s)) ·

(2.9)

q∈s

Here Dq represents the feature vector at q, and N (Dq ; µc(s) , Σc(s) ) is the multivariate
normal PDF. The factor π −1 accounts for the uninformative directionality of the
texture in s.
When s intersects T at pixel q, we assess the likelihood of the directional appearance of Dq by assuming uniform prior distributions of texture direction and trail
direction, in which case,
p(direction of Dq | T ) = p(θT (q) | direction of c(s)).

(2.10)

Then the likelihood of image data within superpixel s is a product of the likelihoods
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of its on-trail and off-trail pixels:
Y

l1 (s; T ) =



N Dq1 ; µc(s) , Σc(s) · Q1 (c(s)) · fAM θT (q1 ); µc(s) , κc(s)

q1 ∈s∩T

·

Y



N Dq0 ; µc(s) , Σc(s) · Q0 (c(s)) · π −1

(2.11)

q0 ∈s\T

= Q1 (c(s)) · fAM θT (s); µc(s) , κc(s)
Y

·
N Dq ; µc(s) , Σc(s) .

|s∩T |

|s\T |
· π −1 Q0 (c(s))
(2.12)

q∈s

We combine (2.9) and (2.12) into (2.6), canceling the off-trail pixel factors in the
numerator and all the normal densities:
pi (I | T ) ∝

Y
q∈T

Q1 (c(q)) fAM θT (q); µc(q) , κc(q)
·
Q0 (c(q))
π −1

!
.

(2.13)

Intuitively the two kinds of ratios in this product can be interpreted as a logical
conjunction: not only should the image textures along T “look like” trail (i.e., large
ratios Q1 /Q0 ), but also the directions learned for those textons should align with T
(i.e., large ratios fAM (θT ) /π −1 ).
2.2.2 Balancing the influence of prior and likelihood
One goal of our modeling is inference. We can use eq. (2.13) and the components
of eq. (2.4) as the likelihood and prior of alternative posterior distribution
pa (T |I) ∝ pi (I | T ) (pL (T ) pc (T )) ,

(2.14)

then try to sample from it or approximate argmax pa (T |I). Unfortunately this comT

bination of likelihood and prior performs poorly. Intuitively, the prior and likelihood
factors both describe important aspects of the entities we wish to model, and we
want to balance their influences. Neither should consistently dominate the other; at
times, they must be able to compete.
However, in eq. (2.14), the likelihood outweighs the prior, and consistently overwhelms its influence. The prior is a product of about 26 density factors, but the
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likelihood comprises one density factor per (noisy) image pixel, about 222 factors
total. From another perspective, they are mismatched in their number of degrees of
freedom: as various trail hypotheses are measured, the prior depends on 48 vertex
locations, whereas the likelihood ratio depends on 2000-4000 pixel locations. So if
T 0 and T 00 differ only at a single vertex, the difference alters just three factors in
pc (T ), yet hundreds of pixel factors in (2.13). As various trail proposals T 0 , T 00 , . . .
are evaluated, the relative standings among pa (T 0 |I), pa (T 00 |I), . . . are dominated by
variations in likelihood, drowning out the variation of the prior.
To address this mismatch, we apply a common heuristic transformation, which
is to compensate for the number of factors in the likelihood by z 7→ z 1/|T | , where |T |
denotes the number of pixels in the trail:
p̃(I|T ) = pi (I | T )1/|T | .

(2.15)

The exponent 1/|T | makes the likelihood neutral with respect to trail size; that is, it
compensates for the length of the trail hypothesis in pixel counts. Then, we define
the posterior distribution from this likelihood and the compensated prior:
p(T |I) =

1
p̃(I|T )pπ (T )
ZI

(2.16)

in which normalization factor ZI is left unknown. In doing so, we lose a frequentist
interpretation of trail and image probabilities, but we gain improved inference, and
we retain a Bayesian (i.e., a degree-of-belief) interpretation of these probability
measures.
2.3 Inference
We would like to use eq. (2.16) for inferring an unknown trail T , given image I and
the endpoints of T . We hypothesize that a route T̂ that maximizes (2.16) – the
maximum a posteriori (MAP) solution – should be close (in some useful sense) to
the true trail T . The basis for this belief is that T̂ best conforms to the statistical
properties learned from real trails like T , that most trails share these properties, and
that only a single trail connects the endpoints. Exact maximization of eq. (2.16)
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of Hausdorff distance between curves T and T̂ , the larger
of distances d(p, q) and d(p0 , q 0 ), which are two maxima defined in eq. (2.17). As
a measure of geometric fidelity, smaller is better, and we refer to this quantity as
Hausdorff error.
seems intractable; instead we further hypothesize that the posterior measure of a
route will be correlated to its fidelity to the true trail, so that choosing the best
approximation of the argmax of the posterior will be the best trail inference.
We use Hausdorff distance to gauge the error between the true trail T and
inference result T̂ . It is defined as
e(T, T̂ ) = max

n

o
max min d(p, q), max min d(p, q)
p∈T q∈T̂

(2.17)

q∈T̂ p∈T

where d(p, q) is the Euclidean distance between points p and q. Informally, it is the
farthest distance a traveler on one path ever strays from the other path, that is,
from the nearest point on the other path. Please see Fig. 2.4 for an illustration.
Hausdorff error is a stringent metric, since it is based on a single most-errant point.
Following Morris and Barnard [43], we adopt a 50 meter Hausdorff error criterion
as a definition of success: an inferred route that at all points is no more than 50
meters away from the true trail (and vice versa) is defined as a successful inference
result.
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Figure 2.5: Modeling superpixel geometry. The geometric relationship of adjacent
superpixels s and s0 is modeled by an angular distribution. We model a random
trail through both s and s0 by a straight line from a border pixel of s (yellow blocks)
to a border pixel of s0 (blue blocks), shown in (a). We take a random sample of 50
such axes, shown in (b), to which we fit an axial von Mises.
To approximate the maximum of eq. (2.16), we explore the space of trails that
bridge between two known endpoints by searching for short paths in a carefully
weighted graph of superpixels (an approximately dual problem). We use a variation of Dijkstra’s algorithm to find the shortest and nearly-shortest paths—trail
proposals—in this weighted graph of superpixels. Then we use eq. (2.16) to select
the most probable proposal.
2.3.1 Edge weights in superpixel graph
Maximizing eq. (2.13) is equivalent to maximing the sum of the logarithms of the
factors in (2.13), which corresponds to finding a longest simple path in a graph,
which is NP-complete [23]. However, Morris and Barnard [43] showed that the
shortest path in an appropriately weighted pixel graph serves as a good heuristic
for the trail inference problem. Thus we build on their efforts by constructing a
weighting scheme in the graph of superpixels.
Our proposer is inspired by Morris and Barnard [43], who also computed shortest
paths for trail inference. Their weighting scheme was to assign to each incoming
edge into pixel q a weight equal to probability 1 − Pr(Dq is on-trail). We use their
same basic idea: an edge that is highly likely to be on a trail should get low weight.
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However, we face two technical challenges when translating the likelihood ratio of
(2.13) to edge weights: we require an inverse relationship that remains finite, and we
lack the directional factor fAM (θT ) (i.e., while creating a trail proposal, we cannot
yet know its tangent).
In place of factor fAM (θT ), we compute a statistical approximation based on
superpixel geometry. Any graph path comprising the edge from s to s0 corresponds
to a trail proposal whose geometry overlaps both superpixels, so we model a random
trail proposal connecting s and s0 (Fig. 2.5). We compute the maximum-likelihood
parameters (µs,s0 , κs,s0 ) of an axial von Mises distribution of a random straight track
traversing both s and s0 . Then we compare this geometric model with the directional
model learned for texton c(s0 ). If the two distributions are similar, it is more likely
that a path entering s would extend into s0 . The Bhattacharyya kernel kB lets us
compare the distributions in closed form, and so we treat its numerical value b(s, s0 )
as a proxy for ratio fAM (θT ) /π −1 appearing in (2.13):

b(s, s0 ) = kB (µc(s0 ) , κc(s0 ) ), (µs,s0 , κs,s0 ) .

(2.18)

Appendix B contains more details about the Bhattacharyya kernel, including the
definition of kB , in eq. (B.6).
Edge weight w must have an inverse relationship with local likelihood ratio ρ =
Q1
b
Q0

that is well-behaved (i.e., w can never be too large), because good proposals

sometimes traverse edges through regions of unlikely-appearing texture, where ρ is
very small. Thus w ∝ ρ−1 would work poorly. To set an upper bound on weights,
we instead use a relationship like w ∼ (1 + ρ)−1 . Weight w also needs a direct
relationship with superpixel size, otherwise the proposer would have a bias in favor
of large superpixels. Thus we set w ∝ |s0 |, area of s0 in pixels. (It is better to scale
w by |s0 | than |s0 |1/2 , because superpixels tend to be narrow.)
In order to balance the sizes of the weights in image regions likely and unlikely to
be trail, we include parameters α and γ, which are trained by grid search (Fig. 2.6)
so as to minimize median Hausdorff distance between groundtruth and the shortest
path in the superpixel graph. Thus our choice for edge weight between superpixels
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s and s0 is

|s0 |

0

w(s, s ) =
1+γ



Q1 (c(s0 ))
Q0 (c(s0 ))

·

b(s, s0 )

α .

(2.19)

2.3.2 Sampling short paths
We have developed a variation on Dijkstra’s algorithm to sample paths in this
weighted graph that are short but not necessarily the shortest. As typically presented (e.g., in [18]), each iteration of Dijkstra’s algorithm performs an ExtractMin operation on a priority queue of vertices, prioritized by estimated distance.
Our idea is to alter the priority queue to support an Extract-Near-Min operation that, at each iteration, extracts a vertex (superpixel) selected randomly, with a
preference for vertices of smaller estimated distance. For a vertex s with estimated
distance d(s) in the queue, its probability of being the next vertex removed from
the queue U is given by a power law,
d(s)−β
,
−β
u∈U d(u)

Pr(s will be drawn next) = P

(2.20)

where β = 1.5 was chosen empirically. The value of β affects the dispersion of the
sampled paths.
We pay no time-complexity penalty for this approach. The stochastic priority
queue is implemented with a red-black tree that stores non-normalized probability
mass d(s)−β with entry s, and maintains at each tree node a sum of all subtree
nodes’ probability masses. Thus we can perform an Extract-Near-Min operation in time O(log |U |), where |U | is the number of vertices (superpixels) in the
priority queue. Since the superpixel graph is planar, sampling a short path with this
implementation uses time O(|S| log |S|). These claims are justified in Appendix A.
2.3.3 Generation of trail proposals
To generate a trail proposal, we use either the quasi-Dijkstra algorithm, or the unmodified Dijkstra’s algorithm, to find a short path P in the superpixel graph bridging
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Figure 2.6: Grid search for coefficients α, γ in eq. (2.19) reveals a surface with a
wide trough of values that yield good performance (lower is better). The dependent
variable here is the median, across a large number of trails, of the Hausdorff errors
between groundtruth and the shortest path between trail endpoints in the superpixel
graph. This approach tunes the proposer without using the posterior. Data shown
are from one cross-validation training set, but all training sets yield similar results.
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between endpoints. P is a simple path of superpixels, P = (si1 , si2 , . . . , si|P | ), where
i1 , i2 , . . . , i|P | are the indices of the chosen superpixels.
Because our prior model requires a polygonal path with a fixed number of vertices, we take some additional steps to reduce the superpixel path into a polygonal
path of pixels. Qualitatively, these steps have little effect on the path. First we comS |
pute the path’s pixel footprint FP = |P
j=1 sij . Fig. 2.7a shows an example footprint.
Next we reduce FP to a polygonal path P 0 by computing an ordinary shortest path
in the pixel graph, using 8-way adjacency and Euclidean distance. Alternatively we
could have used a medial-axis algorithm, but FP is almost always thin enough that
the difference would be negligible. Finally we reduce the number of vertices to 50,
using a straightforward dynamic programming algorithm [45].
Convergence.
We chose to limit the number of trail proposals to 200 based on convergence curves
shown in Fig. 2.8. After approximately 200 proposals, although the mean and
median values of the posterior are still gradually increasing, the mean Hausdorff
error of the QD-MAP results is no longer strictly decreasing, as seen in (a). Similarly,
in (b) we see that using over 200 proposals yields only diminishing returns in the
overall success rate (that is, the proportion of QD-MAP results with Hausdorff error
of 50 m or less). These gains are not statistically significant (see §2.4).
2.4 Results and Conclusions
We use the Hausdorff distance metric between groundtruth and inferred path for
evaluation; a perfectly inferred path will have a distance of zero. Given a fixed
error threshold, Fig. 2.9 shows the success rate of three methods of generating and
assessing trail proposals. Alternatively, this plot can be viewed as the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of the Hausdorff error for a randomly selected trail. The
top curve, labeled “QD-MAP,” denotes the success rate when we generate 200 trail
proposals by the quasi-Dijkstra procedure described above, and keep the proposal
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.7: Examples of intermediate and final results of inference process: (a) the
groundtruth pixel footprint of superpixels of a typical trail piece, i.e., all pixels of
the superpixels touching groundtruth; (b) 200 short paths generated by the quasiDijkstra method; (c) shortest path found by Dijkstra’s algorithm; (d) short path
approximately maximizing eq. (2.16). (Compare with Fig. 1.1.)

Table 2.1: Comparison of results for GDMBR trail inference. Error metric is
Hausdorff distance between groundtruth and inference. NB-Sampler is the naiveBayes classifier and sampler of [43]. Other labels are as described in §2.4. Confidence
intervals represent p = 0.05 significance.
Median
Mean
Success rate,
err. [m]
err. [m] err. < 50 m
NB-Sampler
118 ± 8
60%
Shortest path 40.5 ± 3.5 137 ± 13 54% ± 2%
QD-ML
28.9 ± 1.8 105 ± 10 67% ± 2%
QD-MAP
27.0 ± 1.4 96 ± 12 68% ± 2%
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2.8: Convergence of QD-MAP results. Increasing the number of iterations
(i.e., number of quasi-Dijkstra proposals) monotonically increases the posterior measure of the results in (a), but because posterior measure is an imperfect proxy for
true accuracy, the measures of fidelity to groundtruth, shown in (a) and (b), do not
always improve (though their trends do). Error bars show confidence intervals on
the success metrics computed at a p = 0.05 significance level. Based on these plots,
we chose to limit the inference process to 200 iterations.
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Figure 2.9: Cumulative distribution of Hausdorff distance between groundtruth
and inferred route, i.e., success rate vs. error threshold. Higher is better. QD-MAP
shows the success rate of quasi-Dijkstra proposals that maximize eq. (2.16). QD-ML
shows the success rate of quasi-Dijkstra proposals that maximize image likelihood.
We also show the success rate of the shortest path in the superpixel graph.
with maximum posterior probability as measured by (2.16).
For comparison, we present two variations on this method. The curve labeled
“QD-ML” shows the success rate of the quasi-Dijkstra path proposal that maximizes image likelihood (eq. (2.13) with pπ (T ) replaced by unity). The lowest curve
shows the success rate of the shortest path in the superpixel graph. The latter’s
poor performance clearly shows that the primal-dual relationship suggested for the
superpixel graph is only approximate: the best inference results are often graph
paths that are short but not shortest.
Confidence intervals of the results.
Using 14-fold cross-validation [13, 56] we partitioned the data into disjoint testing
sets, which (among other benefits) allows us to estimate the variance of the performance metrics listed in Table 2.1, that is, mean Hausdorff error, median Hausdorff
error, and success rate. These results are listed in Table 2.2. All three metrics
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Table 2.2: Estimates of performance metrics of Table 2.1 generated by 14-fold
cross-validation, plus confidence intervals on the mean statistics based on Student’s
t-distribution (ν = 13, α = 0.05).
Fold number
Median err. [m] Mean err. [m] Success rate [%]
0
34.4
108.9
63.3
1
26.3
92.7
66.1
2
26.0
94.5
68.8
3
26.9
79.3
72.5
4
26.6
71.5
70.6
5
27.9
93.7
68.8
6
25.3
72.9
73.4
7
30.8
111.3
61.5
8
25.5
96.0
70.6
9
28.6
85.9
62.4
10
24.0
147.1
67.9
11
29.6
99.0
67.0
12
28.0
115.7
67.9
13
25.9
56.8
75.2
t-based 95% CI of mean
(26.0, 29.1)
(81.8, 107.5)
(65.9, 70.6)
pass Anderson-Darling and Shapiro-Wilk tests for normality (p < 0.05), which supports constructing confidence intervals on these metrics using Student’s-t statistics
around their means, since the number of folds is small [50]. Widths of the confidence
intervals on success rate are given in terms of percentage points.
2.4.1 Performance of prior pπ (T )
The gap between MAP and ML curves shows the benefit of the prior model (§2.2).
The value of the prior is also evident when inference fails. Please see Fig. 2.10(d),
which classifies each QD-MAP inference result by success or failure (tallied in the
gold or blue bars, respectively). If we fix the error threshold at 50 meters, the success
rate for QD-MAP is 68%, but among the failure cases (481 images, blue bars), in
385 cases (80%) the failing inferred trails have a lower posterior measure than that
of groundtruth (tallied in the plain blue bar labeled “SubMAP-Bad”). One could
hope that a more sophisticated proposer might recover some of these trails.
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The plot of Fig. 2.10(c) shows the relative magnitudes of the log posterior measure of groundtruth, compared to the posterior of the QD-MAP inference result. Log
posterior measure is shown along the vertical axis. Each instance of groundtruth is
plotted as a green mark, sorted horizontally by descending posterior. Above or below it, an orange mark shows the posterior measure of the corresponding QD-MAP
inference result. Since most orange marks are below the green curve, we see that
most QD-MAP results have smaller posterior measure than that of groundtruth.
All such results are tallied in the plain blue and gold bars in (d), labeled “SubMAPBad” and “SubMAP-Good.” Only a small fraction of orange marks are above the
green curve, that is, relatively few QD-MAP inference results have a posterior measure above that of groundtruth (and in many cases the height difference is small).
These are tallied in the red-striped bars in (d), labeled “SuperMAP-Bad” (blue and
red) and “SuperMAP-Good” (gold and red).
The “SuperMAP-Bad” cases—instances when the inference result is incorrect,
yet it has posterior measure above that of groundtruth—represent a breakdown of
the model along the lines analyzed by Yuille and Coughlan [19, 58]. As stated
in §2.3, we assume that higher posterior scores occur for routes that are closer
to groundtruth. However, the SuperMAP-Bad results contradict that assumption.
They deviate significantly from the true path, while scoring higher, according to our
model, than does the true path. Hence MAP optimization will necessarily fail in all
those cases, even if the proposer were an oracle. Fortunately, these perverse cases
are few.
A maximum-likelihood approach, which lacks the prior, shows worse behavior
than QD-MAP: success rate is lower and super-true results increase. Fig. 2.10(a) is
analogous to (c): it compares the likelihood measure of groundtruth, for each trail, to
the likelihood of the QD-ML inference result. Likelihood is shown along the vertical
axis, with each groundtruth example plotted as a green point, and the corresponding
QD-ML inference result as an orange point above or below it. Clearly, many QD-ML
results yield a likelihood substantially above that of groundtruth. These results are
tallied in the red-striped bars of plot (b), both successes (“SuperML-Good,” in gold
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and red) and failures (“SuperML-Bad,” in blue and red). The 322 results tallied
as SuperML-Bad represent failure cases analogous to the SuperMAP-Bad results
discussed above: a maximum-likelihood approach to inference must fail in all those
cases. We note that they are significantly more numerous, and thus conclude that
the trail prior is of significant benefit.
2.4.2 Comparison to previous work
We compare our results to those of Morris and Barnard in Table 2.1. They proposed
a 50 meter Hausdorff distance as a standard threshold of success, and presented three
related methods of trail inference. Their most successful method was a sampling
approach to minimize an energy function, which achieved errors of 50 m or less
for 60% of their test trails, out of 500 trail images. We were not able to use the
same 500 trail images, but the trail pieces we used were drawn from the same route
(the GDMBR) and our images come from the same USGS corpus of imagery. Our
method outperforms the sampling approach with a higher rate of successful inference
and lower mean error.
2.4.3 Example results
We show some examples of failed inference in Fig. 2.11. Because the approach
presented in this chapter is blind to terrain elevation, trail switchbacks are often
missed, and our prior model cannot reject proposals such as that of Fig. 2.11a, a
route that is too steep to be a plausible trail. Our proposer generates independent
routes, and thus lacks the ability to improve faulty sections of a nearly-correct
route, like that shown in Fig. 2.11b. The trail-finding problem itself is ambiguous
when image evidence suggests more than one route between the endpoints, as in
Fig. 2.11c. Sample successes are shown in Fig. 2.12. Finally, we note that one of the
advantages of a statistical approach is that such models are amenable to revision
and expansion: the prior and likelihood, eqs. (2.4) and (2.13), may be updated with
additional factors when additional data and prior knowledge are introduced. In
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.10: Benefit of the prior pπ . In (a), the horizontal axis corresponds to the
1526 trails in our dataset. For each trail, a green mark indicates the log likelihood
of the image, given its groundtruth trail, as measured by eq. (2.15). Above or below
it, an orange mark shows the log likelihood for the trail hypothesis chosen via QDML (max-likelihood inference) for that trail. In (b), blue bars tally unsuccessful
results, i.e., Hausdorff error above 50 m, and gold bars tally success. Bars with red
stripes tally QD-ML results producing likelihoods exceeding that of groundtruth
(orange above green), which indicate poor judgment by the ML statistical model—
especially the blue-and-red bar: those results are bad, yet the ML model scores
them higher than groundtruth. Plots (c) and (d) are analogous, corresponding to
QD-MAP results and eq. (2.16). They demonstrate how the prior not only increases
the success rate (taller gold bar), but also improves the judgment of the assessment
measure (fewer orange marks above green curve, shorter red-striped bars).
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(a)

e1 = 447 m

(b)

e1 = 133 m

(c)

e1 = 884 m

Figure 2.11: Example failures. Left column shows aerial images. Center column
shows groundtruth is in blue, inference result in purple. Right column shows proposals in green. Result (a) is too steep to be plausible (see Fig. 3.1), indicating that
elevation data might improve results. Example (b) suggests that inference could
be improved by narrowing the search space to retain partially-correct results. Result (c) shows that when image evidence is scant or contradictory, the problem is
ambiguous. Hausdorff error e1 , in meters, is given for each example.
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the case of trails, perhaps the weakness noted in Fig. 2.11a may be addressed by
introducing elevation data into the likelihood function. We explore this idea in the
next chapter.
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(a)

e1 = 47 m

(b)

e1 = 22 m

(c)

e1 = 46 m

Figure 2.12: Example successes. Groundtruth is shown in blue, inference result in
purple. At right, proposals are shown in green. Hausdorff error e1 , in meters, is
given for each example.
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CHAPTER 3
Elevation-based Trail Modeling

This chapter investigates the hypothesis that elevation data may improve the trail
model. There are auspicious signs that an elevation-aware model might be able
to avoid some of the errors of the texture-only model of Chap. 2. For example, in
Fig. 3.1, the shown trail covers rugged terrain, but is hard to trace due to tree cover.
Hence the best estimate in Fig. 2.11a shows an inference result with a very hilly
profile, compared to groundtruth and most other trails, since it cuts straight over
several hills. An elevation-aware model could certainly penalize such a result, and
perhaps that penalty would be enough to lead to a correct inference result. In this
case we want the inference result to bend more, in order to match the switchbacks
of groundtruth. In contrast, Fig. 3.2 shows a situation where we would like the
inferred result to bend less, since groundtruth runs almost straight, but the track is
barely visible on the valley floor.
To summarize what lies ahead, we develop a model that augments the imagedata likelihood, eq. (2.13), with an elevation factor. We find it improves results
by small but significant increment. We also show it is possible to augment the
proposer to consider elevation, which does push the proposals in hilly terrain to
follow switchbacks better, so that we can also adapt our quasi-Dijkstra method to
generate elevation-aware proposals.
3.1 Data description
The elevation information that we used is called the National Elevation Dataset
(NED), described by Gesch et al. [25]. It is a seamless compilation of elevation
measurements across all 50 states of the USA. NED is available at a resolution of
one-third arcsecond, that is,

1
10800

of a degree of latitude and longitude, in the north-
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south and east-west directions, respectively. This translates to a spacing of about
10 meters north-south, and about 7 to 9 meters east-west, depending on latitude.
NED, like similar datasets, is curated to model the elevation of bare earth, with the
height of vegetation and buildings removed as much as possible. This is fortunate
in our application, because if vegetation artifacts remained, trails that cross from
clearing to forest might show an erroneous jump.
The x, y locations of the NED datapoints do not coincide with the pixels of aerial
imagery, so if we wish to know the elevation of an image pixel, we must interpolate
its value from nearby NED points. Furthermore, we choose to model the influence
of terrain strictly in terms of gradient, that is, the partial derivatives of elevation,
and thus to disregard the mean height of the trail piece. Numerical derivatives
are notoriously noisy, so we choose to solve both the interpolation problem and
the gradient problem by postulating a Gaussian process to describe the terrain
surface. This approach is called kriging, and is a standard regression application
for Gaussian processes [49]. Not only can we sample the resulting Gaussian process
at each pixel position in the images, but the derivative of the surface is very wellbehaved. Moreover, Gaussian processes elegantly handle NED’s occasional missing
data, and the reprojection differences between NED and the orthoquad imagery
(whose coordinate systems are based on different geodetic standards).
This chapter quantifies terrain incline in terms of grade, usually expressed as a
percentage. Grade is a unitless ratio commonly described as rise over run, that is,
the change in elevation per unit of horizontal (map) distance.
3.2 Elevation likelihood
As before, we model the joint distribution of data and trail as a prior distribution
over trails, times a likelihood of elevation data given that trail:
pe (Del , T ) = pe (Del | T ) · pπ (T )

(3.1)

where Del represents the elevation data of a trail piece. In this chapter we investigate
a model that hypothesizes that elevation data is conditionally independent of the
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Figure 3.1: Motivation for using elevation (I). When terrain elevation is considered,
the texture-based result of Fig. 2.11a appears unlikely. Here, the result, based
only on the aerial imagery in (a), departs from the true northbound trail along a
shortcut that steeply descends 410 m (at approx. 35% grade), climbs 420 m (18%
grade), and descends 250 m (41% grade)—a hilly ride! For context, (c) shows a
35% grade street [57], about twice as steep as Gates Pass Road, Tucson. Empirical
measurements (d) quantify how rarely GDMBR trail grade exceeds 30%: relative
frequency is below 0.0013. Contour interval in (b) is 40 feet.
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(a)

(b)

groundtruth
j
(blue) H

proposals (green)
(c)

(d)

Figure 3.2: Motivation for using elevation (II). When trail-like texture is scant,
perhaps elevation data could help us make a better guess, by ruling out the wilder
hypotheses of a texture-only proposer. For example, the trail in (a) is faint, and
its heatmap in (b) shows little trail evidence in the middle of the image, and a few
strong local detections on clutter. Proposals in (c) reflect that lack. Although it
might be impossible with the current features and texture training to infer this trail
successfully, maybe we can use the elevation surface, in (d), to penalize the very
hilly routes in (c), and yield an improved inference result, if not a success.
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texture data, given the trail, and moreover that we may factor the elevation data as
independent at each pixel, conditioned on the trail. We can use the same cancellation
technique applied in eq. (2.6) to express the likelihood as a product of probability
ratios, provided the data are fixed:
pe (Del | T ) =

Y

p(Del,q | T )

(3.2)

q∈I

∝

Y lel,1 (q ; T )
q∈T

lel,0 (q)

,

(3.3)

where Del,q denotes the elevation data in pixel location q, and lel,1 (q ; T ) denotes its
likelihood measure, conditioned upon q occurring on trail T , and lel,0 (q) denotes the
likelihood of the elevation data in q, given that q occurs off-trail.
This assumption of pixelwise independence is known as a naive Bayes assumption [13]. By definition, a naive Bayes assumption of independence is the most
elementary way to factor the probabilities, and is thus a natural starting point for
statistical modeling. Even if it proves too simplistic, it merits investigation as a
useful baseline model for comparison to future models with more sophistication.
At each pixel in the image, the local gradient of terrain is defined by its magnitude
and direction, and both quantities are of interest. Intuitively, trails tend not to be
too steep; thus we would anticipate that wherever trail occurs, either the terrain itself
is likely not to be too steep, or the trail is likely to run across the gradient direction,
as occurs in switchbacks. We use symbol ψ to denote the local angle between trail
and the uphill direction of the elevation gradient. Recall that trail direction is axial
rather than radial, and we assume rotational invariance, so 0 ≤ ψ ≤ 90◦ .
It is straightforward to quantify the magnitude of terrain gradient both on and
off trail, as well as the trail-to-gradient angle ψ for on-trail pixels, by means of a
normalized histogram. Fig. 3.3 shows a two-dimensional histogram E1 (g, ψ) characterizing the joint frequency of terrain grade g (that is, the magnitude of the gradient,
rounded to a 1% bin) and angle ψ (rounded to a 1◦ bin). This histogram supports
the above intuition: we see that when terrain is below 10% grade, has an empirical
distribution that appears roughly uniform. For steep grades, we see that ψ is more
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likely to be near 90◦ than 0◦ . This histogram is derived from the training data for
one of the cross-validation folds, but is typical of all results. (A comparable caveat
applies to all training results below.)
Note that g exclusively refers to terrain grade, not trail grade (the rise over run
experienced by the hiker or biker, shown in Fig. 3.1d). We do not use trail grade
in the elevation likelihood model. Trail grade could be recovered easily, if it were
necessary, since it equals g cos ψ.
Technical problems occur if the bins are too fine, especially if any bins have
zero mass, which can occur in the raw histogram for small angle ψ and steep grade
g. To avoid zero-count bins, we partition the data for very steep grade (choosing
40% grade as a convenient a threshold), and merge those bins to define a steep-trail
histogram
E1;g≥0.4 (ψ) =

X

E1 (g, ψ)

(3.4)

g≥0.4

that depends only on ψ. Fig. 3.5 shows a plot of the steep-trail histogram. We
also use soft-binning in E1 and E1;g≥0.4 with respect to ψ. By construction, the
histogram is already smooth with respect to grade, in the sense that the 1-m pixel
grid represents a higher spatial sampling frequency than the elevation variation,
because the original NED datapoints are 7 to 10 m apart. Loosely put, the terrain
grade is sampled so closely that the grade cannot jump by much between two pixels,
so every tally in the histogram must have at least one other tally at a nearby grade.
We can also quantify the distribution of terrain grade in off-trail pixels, which
we denote E0 (g) for grade g rounded to a 1% bin. The empirical distributions of
terrain grade in off-trail and on-trail pixels is shown in Fig. 3.4, where the on-trail
P
curve is the marginal ψ E1 (g, ψ). This histogram is normalized. As expected, we
see a heavier tail in E0 (g) for large g, indicating that terrain near the GDMBR
can be quite steep, but steep locations are much more likely to be off-trail, even
for a uniform prior. We also require an offtrail steep-terrain probability E0;g≥0.4 =
P
g≥0.4 E0 (g) so that we have commensurate numerators and denominators in the
ratios of eq. (3.3).
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Figure 3.3: We characterize the joint relationship between terrain gradient and
trail direction via a two-dimensional histogram E1 (g, ψ) using 1% bins on grade g
(gradient magnitude), and 1◦ bins on ψ, the smaller angle between gradient direction
and trail axis. This plot shows raw counts (unnormalized and before soft binning).
Marginals for this joint distribution are shown as solid blue lines in Fig. 3.4 and
Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of empirical distributions of terrain grade g along GDMBR,
conditioned upon on-trail or off-trail status. Off-trail pixel distribution has a heavier
tail. On-trailPdistribution is derived from the surface in Fig. 3.3; it is the marginal
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line is E1;g≥0.4 , the steep-trail histogram of eq. (3.4). Histograms are normalized.
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Using these normalized histograms, we can formulate the likelihood factors as
follows, where g(q) denotes the binned terrain grade at pixel location q, and ψT (q)
denotes the binned angle ψ between the terrain gradient direction and the trail
tangent, measured at pixel q:

 E (g(q), ψ (q)),
1
T
lel,1 (q ; T ) =
 E1;g≥0.4 (ψT (q)),

 E (g(q)) · 1 , if
0
90
lel,0 (q) =
1
 E0;g≥0.4 · , if
90

The factor of

1
90

if g(q) < 0.4
if g(q) ≥ 0.4
g(q) < 0.4
g(q) ≥ 0.4

.

(3.5)

(3.6)

represents a uniform distribution over the 1◦ bins of the angle ψ. It

is a technical necessity because the the offtrail likelihood factor must measure the
same (g, ψ) event as the ontrail factor, when they both appear in eq. (3.3).
Combining eqs. (3.3) with (2.13), we define an elevation-augmented likelihood
function:
pie (I, Del | T ) = pi (I | T ) · pe (Del | T )
=

1 Y
Zie q∈T

λ

Q1 (c(q)) fAM
·
Q0 (c(q))

(3.7)
! 
λ
θT (q); µc(q) , κc(q)
lel,1 (q ; T )
·
.
−1
π
lel,0 (q)
(3.8)

Here we introduce a weighting exponent λ ≥ 0 which allows us to adjust the influence of texture and elevation factors, so that neither dominates. Empirical testing
suggests 4 / λ / 9 yields good results, so λ = 4 was used in the experiments below.
Analogous to eq. (2.16), we define the elevation-augmented posterior,
1
p(T | I, Del ) = 0 · pie (I, Del | T )1/|T | · pπ (T ) .
Zie

(3.9)

As before, normalization coefficients Zie and Zie0 are left unknown. The 1/|T | exponent compensates for the number of pixels in the likelihood (§2.2.2).
3.3 Generating elevation-sensitive proposals
Again, we use a maximum-a-posteriori approach to inference, and so we wish to find
a trail that approximates argmax p(T | I, Del ), optimizing eq. (3.9). We adapt our
T
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data-driven proposer (§2.3) to that end by introducing an elevation factor into the
superpixel weighting function. That is, we update eq. (2.19) as
|s0 |

0

wie (s, s ) =
1+γ



Q1 (c(s0 ))
Q0 (c(s0 ))

α 
ζ ,
· b(s, s0 )
E1:0 (s, s0 )

(3.10)

where the elevation factor E1:0 (s, s0 ) equals the mean elevation-data likelihood at
each pixel between the centroids of the superpixels s and s0 . In more detail, let
S(q̂, q̃) denote a line segment of pixel locations between termini q̂ and q̃. Then, we
define

1/|S(m(s),m(s0 ))|


E1:0 (s, s0 ) = 

Y
q∈S(m(s),m(s0 ))

lel,1 (q ; ψs,s0 (q)) 
lel,0 (q)

(3.11)

where m(s) and m(s0 ) denote the pixel locations closest to the centroids of s and s0 ,
and ψs,s0 (q) represents the angle between the gradient direction at q and the axial
direction of line segment S(m(s), m(s0 )). The exponent, based on the number of
pixels in the line, makes E1:0 (s, s0 ) the geometric mean of the constituent factors.
In order to balance the influence of the texture and elevation data in the graph
weights, we experimented with various values of tuning parameter ζ, while leaving
α and γ (§2.3.1) unchanged. Results for a selection of steep trail pieces are shown
in Fig. 3.6. Inspection of these results hints that a positive value of ζ can generate
trail proposals that better follow the switchbacks of steep trails, compared to an
elevation-blind (ζ = 0) proposer. It is also apparent that large values of ζ are not
advantageous; quite possibly the inexact-dual relationship (§2.3) between the graph
paths and posterior is failing. Of course factor ζ cannot increase forever, since if it
gets too large it will overwhelm the influence of texture data.
Furthermore, we speculate that texture and elevation data differ fundamentally
in their usefulness for finding trails. When texture evidence is clear, there might be
one, or a few, paths of low weight between trail-like superpixels, and other paths
running astray would be penalized at every edge connecting to a trail-dissimilar
superpixel. In contrast, an elevation surface very seldom reveals a distinct route
that the true trail is likely to follow: many paths are equally plausible. Loosely
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(a) ζ = 0, elevation ignored

(b) ζ = 0.63

(c) ζ = 1.0

(d) ζ = 2.5

(e) ζ = 5.0
Figure 3.6: Mixing elevation likelihood into the graph weights causes proposals on
hilly terrain to improve (b, c, d) though too much reliance on elevation produces
insufficient compliance to texture data (e). Each column shows proposals (green)
and groundtruth (blue) for the same trail piece, generated using weights according to
eq. (3.10). For ζ near 1, the proposals follow switchbacks better than the elevationblind proposals in (a) do. Compare column 3 to Fig. 3.1, column 5 to Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.7: Elevation data and texture data fundamentally differ. Intuitively,
the texture heatmap in (a) provides many clues (patches of warm color) about
the true path between trail endpoints marked with black circles. In contrast, the
corresponding elevation surface (b) provides little guidance about which of many
plausible routes truly connects the endpoints. There is no obviously-best route, i.e.,
the likelihood seems to lack a salient peak. (Compare with Fig. 3.1.)
put, the texture-based likelihood tends to be more peaked than the elevation-based
likelihood, and we suggest this may be generally true even for more sophisticated
formulations of likelihood. See Fig. 3.7.
3.4 Results
Using the QD-MAP and QD-ML procedures (§2.4) with short-path proposals generated in a graph weighted using eq. (3.10), and evaluated with eq. (3.9), the success
rate increased to 70.7%, from a previous result of 68.3% without the use of elevation
data. Mean error decreased by at least 8 m, but median error did not significantly
change. See Table 3.1. The mean and success-rate results pass the same normality
tests used earlier, and so the confidence intervals are constructed as before. The
new QD-MAP median results have too much skewness to be considered normal, so
its confidence interval (marked with a star) is computed using bootstrapping [56].
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Table 3.1: Inference results using elevation likelihood, compared to results without
elevation likelihood (repeated from Table 2.1). Confidence intervals represent p =
0.05 significance. Asterisk denotes a bootstrapped confidence interval.
Median
Mean
Success rate,
err. [m]
err. [m] err. < 50 m
QD-ML,
no elevation 28.9 ± 1.8 105 ± 10 67% ± 2%
QD-MAP, no elevation 27.0 ± 1.4
96 ± 12 68% ± 2%
QD-ML,
ζ = 1, λ = 4 29.0 ± 1.6
94 ± 9 67% ± 2%
QD-MAP, ζ = 1, λ = 4 26.8 ± 4.0* 84 ± 11 71% ± 3%
For completeness, Fig. 3.8 shows success-rate plots that update Figs. 2.9 and 2.10.
Because success rate was little changed, these plots look similar; the prior model pπ
remains valuable.
These improvements to mean and to success rate are significant, based on crossvalidation analysis, notwithstanding their wide confidence intervals, because we have
paired data: we can look at the improvement for each cross-validation fold (Table 3.2). For each fold, mean error consistently drops, and success rate usually
increases. The median does not show a clear trend. We can justify constructing tbased confidence intervals on the normal-appearing differences, which exclude zero
with 95% confidence. We note that the success rate improved by more than a percentage point, and possibly a few. This is not a large improvement, but there is
good evidence that it is a significant change.
We can examine these improvements more closely using a scatterplot. Fig. 3.9
plots the quality of each trail’s inference result both with and without the elevation
component of the likelihood function. Plots (a) and (b) show the same data, but
with different axis limits. Each orange point corresponds to a single trail, and
its horizontal position corresponds to the Hausdorff error of its inference result
without using elevation likelihood. Smaller, i.e., to the left, is better. The vertical
coordinate of the orange mark shows the the Hausdorff error of its inference result
when we use elevation likelihood. Smaller, i.e., lower, is better. Points on the solid
black line thus correspond to trails whose inference result was unchanged after the
elevation component of likelihood was introduced. Points below the solid black
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3.8: Elevation likelihood improves QD-MAP inference, as seen in (a). Prior
offers modeling benefits over QD-ML inference, similar to those discussed in §2.4.1.
Compare to Figs. 2.9 and 2.10; changes are subtle since success rates are comparable.
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Table 3.2: Observed changes in performance metrics for each cross-validation fold, of
Table 2.1 generated by 14-fold cross-validation, plus Student’s–t confidence intervals
on the means (ν = 13, α = 0.05). Mean error drops by 8 meters or more, compared
to the model lacking elevation, and success rate improves by at least a percentage
point.
Change in
Change in
Change in
Fold number
mean err. [m] median err. [m] success rate [% pts]
0
−22.4
−0.35
+3.7
1
−6.6
−3.00
+4.6
2
−12.5
−0.35
+1.8
3
−8.6
+2.65
+0.9
4
− 6.8
0.0
+1.8
5
−20.3
+0.08
+3.7
6
−7.8
−0.72
+1.8
7
−14.8
+5.87
−1.8
8
−2.7
−0.62
+2.8
9
−18.8
−1.05
−0.9
10
−19.5
+0.40
+1.8
11
−10.0
−1.71
+6.4
12
−6.9
+1.00
+1.8
13
−5.6
+0.08
+3.7
t-based 95% CI of mean (−15.3, −8.0) not applicable
(+1.1, +3.5)
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line indicate trails that have an improved inference result after elevation likelihood
was introduced, i.e., elevation data helped. Distance below the black line therefore
represents the amount of improvement. The improvement has a strongly leptokurtic
distribution (excess kurtosis of 104): a thin peak, thick tails, and no shoulders. The
improvements have a median of zero but a skew to the positive (the mean is 12
meters, with a positive value indicating a better result). The dashed lines mark
the interquartile range of improvement (-2.3 to 3.9 meters). Loosely speaking, this
means that the bulk of the changes are small, but the big changes are more likely
to be improvements than retrogressions. The right tail of the distribution is longer
than the left tail. We conclude that elevation likelihood often has no significant
effect, but its significant effects tend to be beneficial, sometimes very much so.
3.4.1 Conclusions
Our naive-Bayes elevation-based likelihood makes a small but significant improvement to the success rate of the model, at least when optimized using independent
samples. The elevation likelihood has greatest impact decreasing the mean error of
the results. This is consistent with the notion described in Fig. 3.2, that the elevation likelihood may be most effective ameliorating bad results, though it probably
cannot cure them. The short-path heuristic used in Chap. 2 was successfully adapted
to exploit elevation likelihood. The naive-Bayes formulation of the likelihood may
be responsible for the weak result, but we speculate that this might also reflect a
fundamental difficulty with using elevation data: its likelihood might intrinsically
comprise more and broader local maxima than the texture-based model, and thus
might not be well suited for point-estimate inference.
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Figure 3.9: Scatterplots of inference quality, per trail, with and without our elevation likelihood model. These plots show the same data but with different axis
limits: specifically, plot (b) shows details near the origin. Each orange mark represents a trail’s two inference results: horizontal coordinate shows the Hausdorff error
of the result obtained without elevation likelihood, and vertical coordinate shows
the Hausdorff error of the result obtained after introducing the elevation likelihood
model. Lower is better: marks below the solid black line represent trails with results improved by using elevation data. Points on the black line represent trails
Page 1
Page 1
whose inference result is unaffected after introducing elevation data. Dashed lines
bound the interquartile range of the improvement: 50% of the points lie between
the dashed lines. In (a) we see a few spectacular improvements, (orange points far
below the black line) and several significant regressions (orange points far above the
black line). In (b) we see many small adjustments, both better and worse, though
the average adjustment is for the better. The narrow interquartile range shows that
at for the half the inference results, the effect is mild at most, though more often of
benefit.
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CHAPTER 4
Trail Inference via Monte Carlo Sampling

In this chapter we investigate the use of a Markov chain Monte Carlo sampler to
estimate the trail model’s maximum a posteriori (MAP) route, and to represent
both the inferred trail and its regions of confidence.
Monte Carlo techniques are a common way to obtain approximate solutions for
integration and optimization problems that would be difficult or impossible to solve
exactly. One family of such methods, called Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
sampling, lets one generate a stream of samples (x1 , x2 , . . . ) that ideally exhibit the
same statistics as a desired distribution fX (x). That is, the mean of the samples
almost surely converges to the mean of the distribution,
n

1X
lim
xi = EX [x] =
n→∞ n
i=1

Z
xfX (x) dx

(4.1)

X

and likewise for higher-order moments. Bishop [13] provides an introduction to the
theory. A longer overview can be found in Neal [44] and in the textbook by Robert
and Casella [51]. We recapitulate the relevant basics below. According to Forsyth
et al., MCMC techniques are often used in computer vision for integration and
optimization problems [22], and recent examples bear out that claim [53, 52, 46, 15].
Both Forsyth et al. and Robert and Casella also remark that creating a good sampler
requires some art, and the following chapter will support that statement.
The quasi-Dijkstra proposer presented in chapters 2 and 3 is subject to several
criticisms regarding its suitability for directly approximating the maximum of the
posterior function. It does not sample from the posterior function in the above sense.
Both proposer and posterior share the models that relate local texton and terrain
gradient to trail presence and direction. However, they are not guaranteed to agree
on the global structure of a route between the trail endpoints. As noted in chapter 1
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and §2.3, the proposer can claim (merely) an inexact duality to the posterior: by
design, short paths in the superpixel graph tend to have high posterior measures,
but the shortest path does not in general maximize the posterior. The proposer does
not consult the prior model of trails (§2.2) when it constructs its routes; they are
simple paths whose distribution depends only on the data and on components of the
likelihood model. Even if we ignore the prior model, we cannot in general reduce
the maximum-likelihood computation to that of finding a shortest path, unless P
= NP, because the ML route maximizing eq. (2.6) corresponds to a longest simple
path in the superpixel graph, an NP-complete problem.
Moreover, estimating an argmax via conditionally-independent samples from the
proposer is a poorly-scalable solution to trail inference. In our schema so far, we
assume we need 200 independent proposals in order to to find one good solution
for a 2 km trail. Suppose now we double the distance between trail endpoints.
Intuitively, a single 2 km route hypothesis generated by the quasi-Dijkstra proposer
has something like probability q = 0.005 to be successful, and the difference between
success or failure depends on the output of the random number generator consulted
by the stochastic priority queue. Now, a 4 km route consists of two 2 km routes:
when constructed by the quasi-Dijkstra proposer, each is half built using roughly
the same number of draws from the random number generator, and those draws
are independent in each half. So the chance of success will typically be q for the
first half, and q for the second half. As they are independent events, success occurs
with probability q 2 for the entire 4 km trail. Thus we would still need to examine
approximately 40000 proposals (2002 ) to find a comparably good solution.
Finally, reliance on a single point estimate1 could be seen as a weakness of our
approach so far. One of the benefits of a Bayesian formulation of an inference
problem is that a posterior function represents a distribution of solutions. In this
case, it is a distribution of routes that variously look like trails. At first glance,
this distribution might seem useless, since a hiker can hike only one trail at a time.
1

By point estimate, we mean one polygonal path between the trail endpoints, regarded a single

point in 96-dimensional “trail space.”
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However, a point estimate throws away information that may be valuable even to
a solitary hiker, such as alternative trail-like routes and areas of uncertainty. For
example, in Fig. 2.11(b), the proposals shown in green could suggest that the purple
point estimate for the northern half of the trail is less certain than the southern half,
i.e., has more variance. In other words, seeing both the (purple) best guess and the
(green) spread of alternative guesses might prompt the hiker to watch more carefully
for cairns or trail signage in the northern half. In this case, the groundtruth (blue)
proves that such caution is indicated, because the point estimate is erroneous near
to where the green alternatives are most variable. However, those green alternative
guesses are a poor representation of the posterior, since they ignore the prior and
imperfectly reflect the likelihood. Samples from the posterior would be better.
To summarize these critiques, the quasi-Dijkstra proposer neglects the prior, and
only weakly reflects the likelihood characteristics of the posterior. The independence
of its invocations is a liability for solving long trails in the form of a single, correct
trajectory.
The above critiques motivate us to redesign the trail inference procedure rather
than discard the quasi-Dijkstra proposer, which, despite its theoretical flaws, has
demonstrated its empirical utility in previous chapters. Thus we regard the quasiDijkstra proposer as a potentially useful instrumental distribution, that is, a source
of potential new states in the Markov chain. In the next section we review the
Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm in general, after which we discuss issues pertaining to the quasi-Dijkstra proposer in the role of instrumental distribution.
4.1 Metropolis-Hastings sampling (review)
The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm generates samples from a target distribution
fX (x) using samples drawn from some instrumental distribution having conditional
probability measure q(x∗ |x), where typically x∗ denotes a potential new state of the
Markov chain, and x denotes the previous state of the Markov chain. We must
be able to compute, or approximate, the measures q(x∗ |x) and q(x|x∗ ), which are
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(respectively) called the forward and reverse probabilities.
These names are apt because q(x∗ |x) measures the probability of event that the
instrumental distribution proposes replacing old state x with new state x∗ , (just as
in the forward march of time, new succeeds old), whereas q(x|x∗ ) corresponds to
the probability of potential new state x∗ regressing back to earlier state x at the
suggestion of the instrumental distribution. The potential new state may become
the actual new state based on a stochastic choice: x∗ is chosen as the new state with
frequency

n f (x∗ )q(x|x∗ ) o
X
.
min 1,
fX (x)q(x∗ |x)

(4.2)

If x∗ is not chosen to be the next state of the Markov chain, then the incumbent
state x retains that title, and we say the sampler has rejected x∗ . Otherwise the
sampler accepts x∗ . Should the instrumental distribution meet certain technical
requirements, the stream of these states will converge to samples from the target
distribution fX , and satisfy eq. (4.1). The acceptance ratio in eq. (4.2) is intuitively
sensible, since a large target measure fX (x∗ ) or small target measure fX (x) increases
the chances of acceptance, as one would expect.
4.1.1 Technical requirements for the instrumental distribution
It may be less than obvious why a small ratio of reverse probability to forward
probability should tend to inhibit the sampler from accepting state x∗ . The rationale
is that this ratio preserves detailed balance, part of a sufficient condition for the states
of the Markov chain to converge to samples from the target distribution. More
intuitively, the ratio of reverse and forward probabilities inhibits the Markov chain
from getting stuck in a state from which there is no way out, or from losing the ability
to revisit where it has been. Stated very informally, a Metropolis-Hastings Markov
chain might randomly walk around the state space, but it won’t walk through a
turnstile; it does not step forward unless there is some chance that it could also step
right back. A chain satisfying detailed balance is thus said to be reversible.
In order for the states of the MH Markov chain to converge to samples from the
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target distribution, we also require the chain to be irreducible and ergodic. We omit
these definitions, but they are satisfied for a finite-state chain when all its states are
mutually reachable, and the chain is aperiodic. A state x is reachable from x0 when
there exists a finite chain of states (x0 , x1 , . . . , xN ) such that x = xN , fX (xi ) > 0,
and q(xi+1 |xi ) > 0, for all 0 ≤ i < N . An ergodic, irreducible sampler satisfying
detailed balance may use any value in X for its initial state, and (after a suitable
burn-in time) the chain will almost surely converge to the target distribution.
4.1.2 Gibbs sampling
A special case of the MH algorithm occurs when we can sample directly from part
of the target distribution. Specifically, when we know the conditional distribution
of the target, conditioned on all but a few dimensions of the sample space, we can
create a sampler that never rejects. This is known as a Gibbs sampler.
To express this idea in symbols, suppose we wish to sample target distribution
fX , over support domain X , which we assume has m dimensions. If we are able to
sample directly from the i-th dimension fXi (xi | {xj : j 6= i}), conditioned on the
other dimensions, and if we can do this for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m, then the MH acceptance
ratio simplifies to unity, and our sampler always accepts. The instrumental distribution in this case is the target distribution, or rather a peephole view of it, since
only a single dimension’s distribution is under consideration and it is conditioned
on all other dimensions of the state. For ergodicity, one must march i from 1 to m
to update all the dimensions, or hop i along a random permutation of (1, . . . , m).
If one can sample from a conditional distribution of multiple dimensions, the same
reasoning applies: the acceptance ratio is unity, though one must be sure to update
all dimensions.
It is attractive to sample from more dimensions, when possible, in order to
encourage mixing. An MCMC sampler that mixes well has a Markov chain that
moves freely around the state space. A weakness of the Gibbs sampler is that
it mixes slowly when there are strong correlations between the dimensions. For
example, in the case of trails, trail vertex v7 is rarely far from v6 or v8 , and likewise
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for all interior vertices. A Gibbs sampler updating one vertex at a time thus will
tend not to move it far from its neighbors. Replacing multiple dimensions at one
time may mitigate the problem.
It is also possible to use Metropolis-Hastings sampling within Gibbs sampling,
in order to simulate the conditional distribution when it cannot be sampled directly.
That is, for each dimension i, we perform a MH step: we generate potential new
component x∗i from an instrumental distribution q(x∗i | {xj : j 6= i}). Letting x∗
denote the potential new state with the updated i-th component, and with all other
components the same, we accept x∗ with the relative frequency given in eq. (4.2).
The Gibbs step thus replaces the i-th component with whatever the MH step returns.
As before, we must repeat this process with each dimension or with small groups of
dimensions.
4.2 Instrumental distributions for sampling trails
In the case of our trail sampler, the quasi-Dijkstra proposer satisfies irreducibility
and ergodicity, but we cannot easily estimate the forward and reverse probabilities.
The paths generated by the quasi-Dijkstra proposer are stochastic, and by inspection
of eq. (2.20), the proposer associates a positive probability with every path through
the superpixel graph, bridging the superpixels of the given endpoints. Unfortunately,
we do not know how to compute those probabilities exactly. Below, we first discuss
why the path probabilities are difficult, perhaps intractable, to compute exactly,
followed by remarks on potential empirical approximations.
The quasi-Dijkstra procedure extracts superpixels from a priority queue until
the queue is empty, and this extraction sequence is stochastic. We can compute
the relative frequency of any given permutation of superpixels, as a product of
the relative frequencies given by eq. (2.20), which is implicitly conditioned on the
preceding state of the priority queue. This relative frequency could be compared to
that of other such permutations, whether stochastically generated or prescribed.
Unfortunately, combinatorial complexity obscures any easy relationship between
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that computation and the probability associated with any path or tree of paths.
Dijkstra’s algorithm (regardless of its priority queue) generates a tree of paths rooted
at the source vertex, but the number of such trees is much smaller than the number
of permutations of superpixel extractions from the priority queue. That is, there
are many extraction sequences that yield the same tree. Moreover, there are many
trees that yield the same path between two endpoints. It is difficult to quantify just
how many, because the tree topology will be as data-dependent as the extraction
sequence.2 Thus we don’t know how to compute the exact probability of generating
a given path, even when we know the extraction sequence and the underlying tree.
We are just as at sea speculating on the probability of a given path when those
structures are unknown.
As stated, MCMC sampling is often used to approximate complex marginalizations, which is exactly what the above difficulties are. Therefore, one tack for
further progress could be to use more sampling. To be more specific: because many
extraction sequences {R1 , R2 , . . . } exist that yield the same tree t, the probability of
P
t is Pr(t) = R∈{R1 ,R2 ,... } Pr(R). Similarly, many trees {t1 , t2 , . . . } exist that comP
prise the same path x∗ , which therefore has probability q(x∗ ) = t∈{t1 ,t2 ,... } Pr(t).
Possibly we could approximate these sums using a sampling approach. However,
these calculations are nontrivial, since we believe the support domains of Pr(R) and
Pr(t) to be large, and such attempts must be left to a future investigation.
One quantity we can readily compute is the length `(x) of any path x in the
superpixel graph, that is, the sum of its edge weights. As shown in Fig. A.5 (which
uses synthetic data), the lengths of quasi-Dijkstra-generated paths appear to have
a bell-shaped distribution. If we assume that two paths of equal length are equally
likely, then this suggests an empirical approximation for q(x∗ |x): we model the
2

An analogy to poker might illuminate the difficulty. There are many shuffles of a deck of

cards that yield the same poker hand, and there are many hands containing (say) two aces. In the
case of truly random dealing, these probabilities are readily computed. But when a “data-driven”
dealer is staring at the cards and stacking the deck stochastically, it is hard to quantify what will
happen.
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probability of the path length `(x∗ ), and we use that as a proxy for the probability
of the path x∗ itself. The distribution of `(x) is unknown, but its mean and variance
can be estimated by sampling a few routes.
Finally, one tantalizingly simple approach to the problem is to dismiss it and
assume the ratio of reverse and forward probabilities is adequately approximated
by unity. Our goal in this chapter is to improve the quality of MAP inference
and generate representative samples of the posterior, that is, better representatives
than the raw quasi-Dijkstra proposals. We can achieve that even with the above
convenience approximation. Recall that the quasi-Dijkstra proposer can potentially
generate any simple path through the superpixel graph (provided the endpoints),
and so the reverse-to-forward ratio is never zero: our approximation is not going
to trap the sampler in a local maximum. The effect of this approximation is that
the Markov chain will not be perfectly reversible, and thus not quite match the
statistics of the target distribution, especially in areas of state space where the
target distribution and instrumental distribution differ in density. However, even
with this approximation, the MH algorithm still consults the target distribution for
each change of state. For the purposes of optimization, we do not really need the
posterior peak to coincide with the peak of the stationary distribution of the Markov
chain. We just need one sample at (or near enough to) the peak. Thus the bias in
the Markov chain will not matter, provided that that the peak of the posterior still
has substantial mass in the Markov-chain distribution, and that the sampler runs
long enough to draw samples near that peak.
4.2.1 Instrumental distributions based on the Brownian bridge
Here we briefly discuss two other unsuccessful instrumental distributions, both based
on Brownian motion. This subsection describes negative results; the final results do
not depend on these distributions.
We investigated two instrumental distributions that used variations of a Brownian bridge. The Brownian bridge is a family of stochastic processes related to the
concept of Brownian motion, which is an idealized form of random, momentum-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: Fifty example trajectories of (a) a one-dimensional standard Wiener
process and (b) a standard Brownian bridge {Bt : t ∈ [0, 1]} observed at B0 = 0
and B1 = 1. Heavy green and red tracks show the sample mean and the sample
standard deviation plus mean, respectively. The mean of bridge state Bt is a straight
line between observations: E(Bt ) = (1 − t)B0 + tB1 . The variance is a parabola,
parametrized by diffusion constant c: E(Bt2 ) − E(Bt )2 = ct(1 − t). For the standard
Brownian bridge, c = 1.
free drift, equivalent to a continuous-time random walk with infinitesimal step size.
It is an important conceptual tool in physics [30, 55] and other domains that use
stochastic calculus. A basic introduction to the is found in the final chapter of
Haigh [28], and a rigorous treatment in Karatzas and Shreve [31]. The Brownian
bridge is a subset of a larger family of stochastic processes called Wiener processes.
The key characteristic of a Brownian bridge is that all trajectories in the bridge
process {Bt : t ≥ 0} are conditioned on observations at two instants in time. For
example, a bridge with instantaneous state in R2 and start and end times 0 and
T > 0 must have known (i.e., observed) endpoints B0 = (x0 , y0 ) and BT = (xT , yT ).
All trajectories of the process pass through those coordinates at those times. See
Fig. 4.1.
Brownian bridge processes are parametrized by a diffusion constant that scales
the variance of any sample, or the covariance of two samples. They are both Gaussian processes and Markov processes, which makes them very tractable. It is easy to
generate a sample trajectory (more precisely, waypoints from a trajectory), because
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the samples have Gaussian distribution, and the samples preceding and following an
observation are independent. Moreover, any time-parametrized curve in the same
state space and passing through the same endpoints may be interpreted as a Brownian bridge trajectory. If the curve is defined in terms of a finite set of samples, then
it has a well-defined probability density (multivariate Gaussian) when it is interpreted as a Brownian bridge trajectory. These characteristics are very attractive for
an instrumental distribution. Unfortunately, the jagged appearance of trajectories
through R2 does not resemble that of trails. Also, trails and trail-like routes are not
naturally time-parametrized.
We experimented with two kinds of Brownian bridge paths as instrumental distributions, each having two-dimensional state (corresponding to physical east-west
and north-south directions). We trained the diffusion constant from groundtruth
trails by measuring the sample standard deviation of the trail midpoint (assuming
it occurs at the mid-bridge time). First, we tried using a Brownian bridge itself as
a trail proposal in a MH-within-Gibbs sampler (§4.1.2), replacing a few consecutive
trail vertices at each step. A random bridge in R2 , just as coarsely sampled, thus
was proposed as a drop-in replacement route. Although finely-sampled Brownian
bridge trajectories are very jagged, the coarse sampling entailed by the Gibbs algorithm conceals the roughness. However, we found that even with a small number
of replacement vertices, the MH step yielded almost total rejection. The data-blind
nature of these proposals is possibly to blame.
A second variation we tried was to condition the Brownian bridge to both start
and end at state (x, y) = (0, 0), thus bending the bridge into cycle. Then, we use
the bridge samples as perturbations, that is, a sequence of (∆x, ∆y) vectors that are
added to the corresponding trail vertex coordinates. This causes the trail vertices
in this small subrange to shift. Because the bridge starts and ends at state (0, 0),
the first and last vertices in the subrange would not move, that is, their x and y
coordinates are shifted by zero. The middle vertex would tend to shift the most, and
the other vertices would tend to shift by more or less depending on their nearness
(in sequence) to the middle. The shifted route becomes the potential new state x∗ .
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As usual, the old, unshifted state x is retained or replaced via a Metropolis-Hastings
step according to eq. (4.2). In experiments, this kind of move was almost totally
rejected. The ratio of reverse and forward probabilities is not to blame in this case,
because it is unity: the perturbation and its complementary anti-perturbation have
equal probability density. (This is true because the spatial shift applied to each
vertex is independent, and drawn from a symmetric distribution.) The data-blind
nature of these perturbations was probably their downfall. Also, it is not clear what
the diffusion constant should be, though it seems obvious it should be smaller than
the diffusion constant characterized by groundtruth trails. We experimented with
various small, handpicked diffusion constants without success.
Future efforts might demonstrate that well-behaved data-blind proposals are
helpful, since they can preserve detailed balance without compromise, and they
may be able to “diffuse” the sampler state into a better balance between the posterior’s prior and likelihood factors than is possible with the data-driven (even dataobsessed) quasi-Dijkstra proposer. Perhaps a smoother Gaussian process covariance
kernel, such as the squared exponential kernel, would work better than a Brownian
bridge. Perhaps a heavier-tailed process would work better. Speculation aside, the
rest of this chapter concerns a MH-within-Gibbs sampler relying exclusively on the
quasi-Dijkstra instrumental distribution.
4.3 MCMC sampling the trail posterior
In all cases, the sampler was initialized with the QD-MAP route generated using
the methods of chapter 3. Our sampler is based on a Gibbs design, and at each step
it considers replacing a stochastically-chosen window of trail vertices. Each Gibbs
step also performs a Metropolis-Hastings sampling step, as described in §4.1.2, which
accepts or rejects a short replacement sequence of trail vertices that are generated
by the quasi-Dijkstra proposer. In order to help the sampler mix well, the window
size, that is, the number of vertices potentially to be replaced, is a random variable
having Poisson distribution with average value 10. The starting index of the window
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was selected at random from all feasible indices, that is, all locations such that the
window does not extend past the beginning or end of the trail.
We attempted to use probability of path lengths `(x) as a proxy for the reverse
and forward path probabilities, but without success. The idea was introduced in
§4.2: the path length in the superpixel graph, defined as the sum of the weights of
the edges in the path, seems to have an empirically bell-shaped distribution, and
two if equal-length paths may be assumed to be equally likely, this might serve as
an approximate probability measure for any given state. (We refer to the weights
defined in eq. (3.10) here.) For each subrange of path state to be replaced, we
drew at least five data-driven replacement routes, and fit a bell-shaped distribution
(Gaussian or Cauchy) to their lengths. The idea is to characterize the length random
variable quickly, and five samples seemed like a good compromise between speed and
accuracy. Also we computed the length of the corresponding subrange of the current
state in the Markov chain. The ratio of reverse and forward pdf values, evaluated
for the corresponding lengths, was thus used in the MH acceptance ratio, in initial
attempts. Again, this ratio proved to be very small, and it almost entirely inhibited
acceptances. Blame first fell on the light Gaussian tails, but the situation was not
improved by using a heavier-tailed Cauchy distribution.
In response, we decided to sacrifice accurate detailed balance in order to obtain
an actively mixing sampler, at the cost of the samples precisely representing the
posterior distribution. Setting reverse and forward probabilities to unity raised the
acceptance rate from near zero to a median value of 81%, with an interquartile
range of 72% to 88% across groundtruth instances. This rate is suspiciously high:
conventional wisdom (referring to Forsyth et al. [22]) recommends an MH acceptance
rate around 50%. However, despite its flaws, this sampler offers two advantages over
previous approaches.
First, its output is likely to represent the posterior better than did the stream
of pure quasi-Dijkstra proposals that are the basis of earlier results. It certainly
cannot do worse. Sampler states are accepted or rejected on the basis of their
posterior measure rather than the inexact duality that we critiqued above. To the
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extent that the quasi-Dijkstra proposer has a broad domain of support, it can (in
theory) generate proposals that randomly reflect the prior or likelihood model, even
when the peak of its distribution fails to coincide with the peak of the posterior.
Although we have not achieved correct detailed balance in this sampler, it is likely
we are closer to the posterior distribution than before.
Second, we believe it to be a more scalable solution to trail inference than the
quasi-Dijkstra proposer, in the following sense. Our earlier critique of scalability
argued that the number of trail hypotheses needed to infer a double-length trail
is approximately the square of the number needed for a single-length trail. That
is because the quality of the front half of any guess will be independent from the
quality of the back half. A proposal that is good for the front half might be terrible
for the back half, but each QD-MAP iteration always proposes an entire route.
Now consider an MCMC sampler with a good initialization. If the sampler needs c0
MCMC iterations to solve each half adequately, then inferring the entire trail should
require only about 2c0 MCMC iterations. That’s because when we use Gibbs-based
MCMC sampling, improving one half does not inherently risk degrading the other
half, unlike in the QD-MAP case. We concede that good-quality initialization will
be harder in the case of a longer trail, so the asymptotic time complexity will not
simply be linear compared to exponential, but we still expect the MCMC solution
to scale better.
4.4 Results
We initialized the MCMC sampler with the best QD-MAP result from chapter 3,
and ran it for 10,000 iterations, retaining (in addition to the Markov chain state) the
maximum a posteriori (MAP) state that was visited. Because we use the Markov
chain to optimize the MAP point estimate, we refer to these results as MCMCMAP. Table 4.1 summarizes the results: performance nominally improved, though
only slightly. For each evaluation metric, the centroid of its confidence interval has
shifted in the desirable direction, though the confidence intervals on these statistics
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Table 4.1: Hausdorff error for MCMC-MAP inference results, compared to QDMAP results (repeated from Table 3.1). Intervals bound regions of 95% confidence.
MCMC-MAP results show a modest improvement, although the confidence intervals
overlap.
Median
Mean Success rate,
err. [m]
err. [m] err. < 50 m
QD-MAP
26.8 ± 4.0 84 ± 11 71% ± 3%
MCMC-MAP 26.1 ± 1.4 80 ± 10 72% ± 3%
overlap. New confidence intervals are bootstrapped and represent 95% confidence.
These gains are visible in the plots of Fig. 4.2. In (a) and (b), the green dashed
curve and purple solid curve show the performance of QD-MAP and MCMC-MAP
inference methods, respectively. As discussed above, they are quite close, though
the gap is more apparent for results with small Hausdorff error, suggesting (along
with Fig. 4.3 below) that most of the (slender) improvements accrued to trails with
already-good results. Plots (c) and (d) show that we have managed to optimize
more of the inference results into a “Super-true” state, compared to the QD-MAP
results of Fig. 3.8. That is, there are now more MCMC-MAP inference results with
a posterior measure exceeding that of groundtruth. This is visible in the larger
number of orange marks above the green curve in (c), and the taller red-striped
bars in (d). Such a tendency might mean we are approaching the limitations of our
statistical model.
Since we have paired measurements (Hausdorff error before and after MCMCMAP inference), we can again characterize the per-trail improvement, that is, the
QD-MAP error minus MCMC-MAP error, meaning that positive values indicate
improvement and negative values indicate retrogression. The scatterplots in Fig. 4.3
show these changes. They are analogous to the plots in Fig. 3.9. Again, each orange
point corresponds to a single trail, and its horizontal position corresponds to the
error in its QD-MAP result (smaller, i.e., to the left, is better). Vertical position
shows the error in its MCMC-MAP result (smaller, i.e., lower, is better). Points
on the solid black line indicate trails whose inference result was unchanged between
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.2: Results of MCMC-MAP inference. After 10000 iterations of the
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, using quasi-Dijkstra proposals, the MAP sample
shows modest improvements in the success rate, as seen in the CDF plots of (a)
and (b). Results are otherwise similar to those shown in Fig. 3.8. In comparison,
a slightly larger fraction of inference results have posterior measure exceeding that
of groundtruth. As before, these results are tallied in the red-striped bars of (d).
Again, possibly some of the 312 trails counted in the plain blue bar of (d) could
be solved by improvements to sampling, but not those in the red-and-blue bar,
which betoken limitations of the model. In (d), both striped bars are taller than
in Fig. 3.8(e), indicating that MCMC-MAP optimization is aggressive enough to
expose these limitations more than QD-MAP could.
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QD-MAP and MCMC-MAP inference. Points below the solid black line correspond
to trails that have reduced Hausdorff error after MCMC-MAP inference, i.e., a
beneficial effect. Distance below the black line therefore represents the amount of
improvement. The improvement again has a strongly leptokurtic distribution (excess
kurtosis of 74): a thin peak, fat tails, and no shoulders. Due to the great quantity
of points that lie precisely on black orange line (363 of 1526 trails), the median
improvement is unambiguously zero, and bootstrapping indicates this statistic has
negligible variance. The mean improvement, with 80% confidence, lies between
zero and 4.4 meters. (We cannot claim a positive improvement to the mean at
a confidence level above 80%.) Thus the improvement is not as positively-skewed
as that of Fig. 3.9. The interquartile range goes from −0.9 to 2.8 meters, shown
between blue dashed lines. Qualitatively, these are very small adjustments, though
the extrema are large. The maximum improvement is 736 meters, and the maximum
retrogression is 699 meters. We conclude that MCMC-MAP inference performs
about as well as QD-MAP inference: maybe a bit better on average, and certainly
no worse; on rare occasion it causes a dramatic shift in a result.
We remind the reader that we had no guarantee that performance would be the
same or better. The sampler optimizes posterior measure, but we did not know
whether the assumed relationship between posterior measure and Hausdorff error
(§2.3) would persist. Fig. 4.4 shows a scatterplot comparing each trail’s improvement in Hausdorff error, versus its increase in posterior measure, as a result of
MCMC-MAP inference (relative to QD-MAP inference). A line through (0, 0) that
has a least-squares fit to the improvement values has a slope of (only) 5.2 meters
Hausdorff-error improvement per each unit increase in non-normalized log posterior measure, according to the scale of values shown in Fig. 4.2(c). This amount
seems small, compared to the extreme values of the residuals (which show hundreds
of meters of variation, with both improvements and retrogressions), and the small
delta-posterior increases (mostly between zero and four). Consequently, we speculate that we might have nearly exhausted the relationship between increasing the
posterior measure and improving inference accuracy. That is, further optimizing the
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Figure 4.3: Scatterplots of inference quality, per trail, before and after MCMCMAP inference. These plots show the same data but with different axis limits: plot
(b) shows details near the origin. Each orange mark represents a trail’s two inference
results: horizontal coordinate is its Hausdorff error before MCMC-MAP inference
(initialized using the QD-MAP result), and vertical coordinate is its Hausdorff error
after MCMC-MAP inference. Lower is better: marks below the solid black line
represent trails withPageresults
improved by MCMC-MAP inference.
Points on the
1
Page 1
black line represent trails whose inference result is neither better nor worse after
MCMC-MAP inference. Blue dashed lines bound the interquartile range of the
improvement: 50% of the points lie between the dashed lines. In (a) we see several
dramatic improvements (orange points far below the black line) and a few dramatic
retrogressions (orange points far above the black line). In (b) we see many small
adjustments, both better and worse. The narrow interquartile range shows that at
least the half the inference results were very mildly altered. These plots support
the observation that MCMC-MAP inference performs at least as well as QD-MAP
inference.
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MAP estimate might yield only negligible improvements in Hausdorff error or success rate. The increase in the number of super-true results, i.e., the growth of both
red-striped bars of Fig. 4.2(d), compared to Fig. 3.8(e), also supports this notion.
We revisit previous example failure results in Fig. 4.5. Frames (a)-(c) update
the results shown in Fig. 2.11, and (d) updates the result of Fig. 3.2(c). Green
curves in Fig. 4.5 show Markov chain states for these plots. We compare them
subjectively to the quasi-Dijkstra proposals from chapter 2, which lack elevation
likelihood, and shown in the third column of Fig. 2.11. Although we have not given
a formal definition for the variance of an ensemble like this, if we did so, it is likely we
would judge the Markov chain states to vary less. Furthermore, in these cases, the
MCMC-MAP inference result (i.e., the Markov chain state with maximum posterior
measure) is closer to groundtruth than the QD-MAP results of chap. 2.
In Fig. 4.5(a), the combination of heavy tree cover, length, and sharp bends cause
this trail to yield a canonical example of a super-true inference result (§2.4.1). That
is, both QD-MAP and MCMC-MAP inference results have much higher posterior
measure than that of groundtruth. Thus it is tallied in the SuperMAP-Bad and
SuperMCMC-Bad categories of Figs. 2.10, 3.8, and 4.2. Interestingly, some of the
Markov chain states were closer to groundtruth than the MCMC-MAP result (e2 =
256 m). The nearest state was less than 92 m from groundtruth, but that state
had posterior measure well below the MAP value (though also higher than that of
groundtruth).
In Fig. 4.5(b)-(d), the result is poor because trail-like texture is scant somewhere
in each image. In (b), the result is almost unchanged from chapter 2, because the
terrain is flat near the area of poor evidence. The elevation likelihood thus cannot
guide the inference at all in that region. Also, there is a nearby creek, and the
proposer likes to jump into rivers and creeks. That is, the banks of creeks often
have strong edges in the imagery, and are thus easily confused with trail. There is
minor improvement in the results of (c) and (d) because these regions have significant
grade, and the elevation likelihood penalizes the more extravagant proposals seen
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Scatterplot of Delta Hausdorff Error vs. Delta Posterior
from QD-MAP to MCMC-MAP, per trail inference (1526 trails)
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Figure 4.4: Does an increase in posterior measure correspond to an improved result, during MCMC-MAP inference? Yes, by a small amount. For each trail, this
scatterplot compares the increase in posterior measure (for the MCMC-MAP result
relative to the QD-MAP result) along the horizontal axis. And for each trail, its
the corresponding improvement in Hausdorff error is plotted along the vertical axis.
Higher is better, and means reduced error. Thus each orange point represents one
trail’s change in these two quantities. In §2.3, we assumed a positive correlation
between these quantities, and these data weakly support that assumption, manifesting a positive correlation (ρ = 0.13). The blue line through (0, 0), with a slope
minimizing its squared-error from improvement in Hausdorff error, has slope of 5.2
meters of improvement, per unit increase in log posterior measure. This posterior
is not normalized, but its scale is the same as that shown in Fig. 4.2(c).
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(a) e1 = 447 m, e2 = 256 m.

(b) e1 = 133 m, e2 = 120 m.

(c) e1 = 884 m, e2 = 457 m.

(d) e1 = 273 m, e2 = 198 m.

Figure 4.5: Failure cases, revisited. Compare (a)-(c) to Fig. 2.11, and (d) to
Fig. 3.2(c). When compared to quasi-Dijkstra proposals that lack the influence
of the prior or elevation likelihood, the Markov chain states appear to vary less.
Each inset compares intermediate and final results: blue shows groundtruth, purple
shows QD-MAP/no-elevation inference result, and orange shows final MCMC-MAP
inference result. Frame labels show Hausdorff error for QD-MAP/no-elev. as e1
(same as Fig. 2.11), and Hausdorff error for MCMC-MAP as e2 . Each MCMCMAP result is better.
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in Fig. 2.11(c) and Fig. 3.2(c). Unfortunately, the elevation likelihood function
(as usual, §3.4.1) lacks a salient peak, and thus it cannot lead the inference to a
successful result.
More results are shown in Fig. 4.6, highlighting significant improvements in the
inference of certain trails. The left column shows, for each example trail, the
heatmap of textures likely to be trail, based on ratio Q1 /Q0 (§2.1). The middle column shows a visualization of the terrain gradient and elevation. At right,
groundtruth (blue) is shown overlaid on the trail’s aerial image. Also, the QD-MAP
inference result (without elevation data) is shown in purple, and the MCMC-MAP
inference result is shown in orange. In addition, a subset of Markov chain states are
shown in wide, semi-transparent yellow stripes (about 6000 tracks). This subset is
defined by decimating the states, and keeping every fiftieth state. This decimation
reduces the states’ sampler-induced dimensional correlations. Where the states coincide, the yellow tint intensifies. The Hausdorff errors for the QD-MAP/no-elevation
and MCMC-MAP inference results are shown in the frame labels as e1 and e2 , respectively, as in Fig. 4.5. In (a), the trail is almost flat, but faint in places. It
runs through a canyon, but without elevation data, the QD-MAP inference process could not keep within the canyon limits. In (b), the trail is long, faint, and
has switchbacks. Without elevation data, the QD-MAP procedure was off by over
a kilometer. Even after introducing the elevation likelihood, the QD-MAP error
was still high, at 787 meters. The MCMC-MAP method was able to infer the true
trail to within 52 meters. The trail’s switchbacks remain areas of poor fit, since
the prior and likelihood oppose each other there. In (c), the QD-MAP result is
poor regardless of whether elevation data are consulted, probably due to clutter
and trail length. MCMC-MAP inference yielded a very good result. Finally, in (d),
the QD-MAP/no-elevation result runs up a (literal) cliff. The elevation likelihood
indicates such a trail is implausible, and so the QD-MAP/with-elevation result is
dramatically improved. The Markov chain states are interesting in this case because
they demonstrate the propensity for the model to confuse trails and rivers. A local
maximum of the posterior is visible in the pale yellow tracks along the river just
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west of the trail. (The intensity of each yellow track is proportional to the number
of coinciding states.) Fortunately, the orange MCMC-MAP point estimate is close
to the true trail, so this result is tallied as a success. The diversity of states here
demonstrates the ability of MCMC sampling, in general, to explore various local
maxima, and not just the peak nearest to where the sampler was initialized. Note
there are similar areas of blurry yellow at the west end of the trails of (a) and (c),
and near the switchbacks of (b), indicating significant variation there among the
Markov chain states. When these states diverge from the MCMC-MAP point estimate, they are conceptually akin to dissenting opinions from a panel of judges: not
the official verdict, but an alternative interpretation of the evidence that may be
interesting.
Additional failure examples are shown in Fig. 4.7. Overlaid on the aerial image
are a selection of sampler states in semitransparent yellow stripes just like those of
Fig. 4.6. The groundtruth track is shown in blue, and the MCMC-MAP result is in
orange. Image (a) shows the limitations of the current trail representation and its
prior, which penalizes changes in curvature. This is a unusually tortuous trail, so
the fixed-dimension polygonal path representation barely has enough trail vertices
to represent the trail, and the sharp bends give even groundtruth a low prior score.
Thus, the MCMC-MAP result is “super-true”: it has posterior score higher than
that of groundtruth, meaning that the model does not describe this trail well. In
this case, our model judges truth to be stranger than fiction (i.e., the incorrect result
of inference). Trails (b)-(d) are not super-true, just incorrectly inferred. In (b) and
(c), the model shows its propensity to confuse trail with other strong edges in the
image. Trail (b) has a nearby creek that attracts the MCMC-MAP result, and in
(c), the edge of a nearby pile of mine tailings looks more like trail than the real trail.
In (d), the assumption of a single track between endpoints is broken: this path has
several loops to the side, and the the MCMC-MAP result diverges from groundtruth
to take one of them. The sampler states show that another side path also was an
attractive possible route. Multiple genuine paths between the endpoints represent
a fundamental ambiguity that our model cannot resolve.
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(a)

e1 = 174 m, e2 = 47 m

(b)

e1 = 1130 m, e2 = 52 m

(c)

e1 = 124 m, e2 = 35 m

(d)

e1 = 516 m, e2 = 37 m

Figure 4.6: Example improvements. First column shows texture heatmap Q1 /Q0 ,
second shows elevation, third shows MCMC-MAP result (orange), QD-MAP/noelev. result (purple), groundtruth (blue), sampler states (yellow). Discussion is in
the text.
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(a)

e2 = 258 m

(b)

e2 = 207 m

(c)

e2 = 229 m

(d)

e2 = 56 m

Figure 4.7: Failure examples from MCMC-MAP inference. Groundtruth is shown
in blue, MCMC-MAP results in orange, and decimated sampler states in semitransparent yellow. Hausdorff error e2 is shown next to frame labels. In (a), the true trail
has so many sharp bends that the model scores the incorrect MCMC-MAP result
as more plausible than groundtruth: this is one of the “SuperMCMC-Bad” trails
of Fig. 4.2(d). In (b), a nearby creek confuses the sampler. The jump to the creek
scores higher than other samples (yellow) lying nearer to groundtruth. Confusion
is not limited to waterways: in (c), nearby mine tailings are confused with trail. In
(d), side paths make the problem ambiguous.
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In summary, MCMC-MAP inference offers performance comparable to QD-MAP
inference, with better scaling properties. The Markov chain states cannot be used as
a statistically representative sample of the posterior distribution. However, because
the sampler accepts new proposals based on the full posterior measure, the resulting
states are arguably more representative of the posterior distribution than were the
quasi-Dijkstra proposals used earlier. Monte-Carlo based inference thus represents
an incremental improvement.
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CHAPTER 5
Conclusions

5.1 Summary
To sum up, we have presented the rationale and development of a statistical model
that characterizes trails and trail data, observed in the form of aerial imagery and
terrain gradient. Key insights of our model include
• a nuanced conditional-independence assumption that respects the correlations
between nearby pixels;
• an implicit model of trail appearance based on characteristic textures (textons)
learned from the image corpus;
• a model that learns and can leverage the directional behavior of trails when
found in any texton; and
• successful fusion of both image and elevation data, yielding better inference
than either alone.
In addition, we have presented inference methods for this model that demonstrate
better trail-finding performance than previous work, including
• a novel, efficient, data-driven proposal method, the quasi-Dijkstra proposer;
• an inexact (though surprisingly robust) dual relationship between short paths
in the weighted graph of superpixels, and paths yielding high likelihood in the
data model; and
• an MCMC-inspired sampling scheme that produces a Markov chain of trail
states that (though not reversible) is responsive to the full posterior distribution.
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5.2 Future work
The results shown in Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.4 suggest that MCMC-MAP inference may
be powerful enough to exhaust the descriptive utility of the model. The number of
super-true results tallied in Fig. 4.2(d) has grown, compared to super-true results in
previous chapters. The super-true results are now a substantial fraction of the failure
cases; we remind the reader that these are unsolvable under the present model. The
correlation shown in Fig. 4.4 is fairly low, so that posterior improvements are only
weakly related to improved output. This leads to two classes of improvements: small
changes that probably yield small benefits, and major restructuring, which might
or might not lead to large improvements.
One cluster of improvements concerns efforts to improve the proposer. There may
be more effective ways to launch the MCMC sampler than the current procedure,
which assumes a QD-MAP initialization. Perhaps the sampler could be launched
from a less expensive initial state, and run longer. One could trade off the number
of initialization steps to sampler steps using a CPU time budget, for example. The
regression constants denoted α, γ, and ζ in eq. (3.10) could be tuned together rather
than independently. Another idea (from Kobus Barnard) would be to use stochastic
rather than deterministic weights in the superpixel graph, trying to construct a
different form of (inexact) duality between short paths in the superpixel graph and
high-likelihood simple paths. It might be possible this way to obviate the quasiDijkstra procedure, should random weights prove sufficient to explore trail space. An
yet more radical approach would be to abandon clever efforts to weight the superpixel
graph, and instead try for a bottom-up, data-driven proposer that construct routes
(possibly multiple routes) that explain the data.
One cluster of more fundamental changes concerns the representation of a route
(and its associated prior). The fixed-dimension polygonal path representation used
here is appealingly simple, but has clear weaknesses. Many trails are very straight,
and when browsing the results, we get the impression that our prior model is sometimes too flexible: in a fair number of inference results, e.g., Fig. 3.1(c), the true
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trail is straight for over a kilometer, yet the route representation allows bends every
20 to 56 meters. In these cases, fifty polygonal vertices is too many, and the model
is “tempted” to overfit to the data, though the prior penalizes too much zig-zagging.
In other situations, the representation seems too stiff. For example, in the twisty
examples of Fig. 1.5, the true path has so many switchbacks that fifty vertices is
only just enough, and it is difficult for the MCMC sampler to share all fifty vertices equitably across the trail length. One simple approach would be to have two
kinds of trail vertex, a “switchback” vertex that is very flexible (i.e., the prior permits the incident line segments to be in any orientation) and a “flatland” vertex
that is stiffer (i.e., the prior penalizes large angular deviation between incident line
segments). A more sophisticated approach would be to use a variable-dimension
model, and allow vertices to be born and die. Assuming we continue to use MCMC,
this entails adding so-called “jump” moves to the sampler, and grappling with the
model-selection problem.
A yet more ambitious change would be entirely to drop the polygonal representation of trails, and instead use a different family of curves, such as a Gaussian process
that describes nearby data. The short tails of the Gaussian distribution, and the
large amount of trail-like clutter, make this task sound challenging. Such a change
might go hand-in-hand with a radical rethinking of the problem in terms of multiple
routes or trail networks. Alon Efrat has suggested using a quadratic curve between
vertices, which may be a practical way to provide smooth bends in the curve with
a smaller number of vertices than currently.
Another area of the model that needs attention is the choice of features. In many
instances, the features fail to pick up on trail that is visible to the eye but is in the
form of a low-contrast, long, straight edge. An example is the faint trail through
the canyon of Fig. 3.2. The trail is (barely) visible in image (a), but undetected in
heatmap (b). The features we use are quite simple—little more than a convolution
with the kernels shown in Fig. 2.1. Those kernels are too short to distinguish such
long edges. One avenue for investigation (appropriate to an undergraduate project)
would be to try adding a few more features, and see if we can detect long, faint trail
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better, perhaps improving performance. A more ambitious investigation might try
for features cleverer than mere oriented-energy, such as those deduced using deep
learning, or a convolutional neural network. It is unclear whether such changes
would garner benefit.
Another fairly ambitious project would be to augment the model with more
(possibly overlapping) semantic groupings such as “forest,” “plain,” “river,” and so
on. One common difficultly we encountered is that the proposer easily confuses river
and trail. A model that recognizes riverine textures, and thus explains away their
crisp edges, would eliminate that source of confusion.
Finally, we hope that our general approach might find utility in other domains
that cope with unreliable image data generated by a latent, irregular curve in the
presence of confusing clutter.
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APPENDIX A
Sampling short paths with a stochastic priority queue

This appendix contains a detailed explanation of the stochastic priority queue, which
is used in the quasi-Dijkstra procedure. The stochastic priority queue behaves like an
ordinary priority queue augmented with an Extract-Near-Min operation, which
extracts a random element sampled according to a discrete probability distribution.
As stated in §2.3.2, the implementation is based on an augmented balanced binary
search tree (we used a red-black tree [10]), and a power-law probability distribution.
Two remarks on notation: in this appendix we use a frequentist interpretation of
probability, so Pr(E) denotes the relative frequency of some event E. Also, symbol
U(0,1) represents a random variable uniformly distributed between 0 and 1.
A.1 Discrete-distribution tree
Our technique expands upon the idea of the order-statistic tree, presented in Cormen
et al. [18]. This is a red-black tree augmented at each node ν with the total number
of nodes in the subtree rooted at ν. See Fig. A.1 for an example. The order-statistic
tree supports insertions, deletions, and rank queries, each of which requires time
O(log N ) for a tree of size N . Thus if we choose at random a rank k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N },
and retrieve the rank-k node, we have selected a node at random from the tree in
time O(log N ).
The stochastic priority queue is based on the insight that, in the order-statistic
tree, each node implicitly has equal probability mass 1/N , but we could explicitly
specify the probability mass. That is, we can augment each node ν of the tree with a
non-normalized probability mass p(ν) > 0, while also maintaining at ν the sum of the
probability masses in the subtree rooted at ν, denoted below as sum(ν). The subtree
sums can be maintained analogously to the maintenance within the order-statistic
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Figure A.1: Example order-statistic tree. Heavy circles indicate black nodes in the
red-black tree. The lower number in the circle shows the size of the subtree rooted
at that node. A node can be drawn at random from the tree by selecting the k-th
ranked node, where k ∼ dN · U(0,1) e, and N = 9 is the size of the tree, as indicated
by the root.
tree, except the adjustment at each ancestor node will be ±p(ν) instead of ±1. We
call this data structure discrete-distribution tree. See Fig. A.2 for an example; in
this tree, observe that every node is displayed with an ordered pair indicating the
probability mass of the node, and the total mass in the node’s descendants (which
includes the node itself). In the example shown, the root node has been assigned
a mass of 5, and the total mass in the tree is 43. Although this is an elementary
refinement of an order-statistic tree, we are unaware of an existing name for this
concept, and tentatively regard it as novel.
We wish to sample from this tree according to the discrete probability distribution defined by the probability masses of the nodes, normalized by the total
mass ST of all nodes in the tree. This means that, were we to draw i.i.d. samples
(N1 , N2 , . . . , NM ), the relative frequency of occurrences of node ν among the M
samples would approach p(ν)/ST as M grows large. This property must hold for
each node ν in the tree. To that end we offer Algorithm A.1 below. To sample
Ni , one generates a uniform random deviate mi ∼ ST · U(0,1) , and uses the value
returned by DDTreeSample(r, mi ), where r denotes the root of the tree. We show
an example invocation in Fig. A.3, and offer an argument for correctness.
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d
(5, 43)
b
(2, 7)
a
(2, 2)

f
(3, 31)
c
(3, 3)

e
(4, 4)

h
(9, 24)
g
(8, 8)

i
(7, 7)

Figure A.2: Example discrete-distribution tree. Each node ν is shown with ordered
pair (p(ν), sum(ν)), where p(ν) is the node’s non-normalized probability mass, and
sum(ν) denotes the sum of the masses in the subtree rooted at ν. A node can
be sampled from this tree, according to its discrete distribution defined by the
probability masses, using Algorithm A.1.
Algorithm A.1. Sampling from a discrete-distribution tree.
Input: a node r at the root of the subtree to search, and probability mass m,
0 < m ≤ sum(r), that is, not exceeding the total probability mass in the subtree.
Output: a node ν from the subtree such that Sp < m ≤ Sp + p(ν), where Sp is
the sum of the masses of the predecessors of ν in an inorder traversal of the tree’s
nodes.
DDTreeSample(r, m)
1

if r has a left child,

2

then L := sum(left(r))

3

else L := 0

4
5

if m ≤ L
then return DDTreeSample(left(r), m)

6

else if m ≤ L + p(r)

7

then return r

8
9

(* get subtree sum stored in left child *)

else

(* right child must exist, or m violates preconditions *)

return DDTreeSample(right(r), m − L − p(r))
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Proposition A.2. Given a discrete-distribution tree with root node r, total mass
sum(r), and sample mass m, 0 < m ≤ sum(r), the node ν returned by
DDTreeSample(r, m) satisfies Sp < m ≤ Sp + p(ν), where Sp denotes the sum of
the masses of the predecessors of ν in an inorder traversal of the tree.
Justification: We argue by strong induction on the number of nodes in the tree.
If the tree has just one node, then the test of line 4 must fail (since m is positive),
and the test of line 6 must succeed (or else m is too large). So the root node is
returned, which satisfies the claim for Sp = 0.
Now assume the tree has root r and least one more node. If r has a left subtree,
all nodes in the left subtree precede r in an inorder traversal, and their total mass is
L = sum(left(r)). If the test of line 4 evaluates false and that of line 6 evaluates true,
then Sp = L and the procedure returns r from line 7, directly satisfying the claim.
Similarly if r has no inorder predecessors, and returns from line 7, then Sp = L = 0,
also satisfying the claim.
Now suppose r has a left subtree with mass L ≥ m. Then r, as well as every
inorder successor to r, has at least L total mass in its predecessors. So neither
r nor its successors could satisfy the claim. The procedure recurses into the left
subtree. By strong induction, the recursive call finds the node ν 0 satisfying Sp0 <
m ≤ Sp0 + p(ν 0 ), where Sp0 is the sum of the masses of the predecessors of ν 0 in the
left subtree. Yet those are the same predecessors of ν 0 in the whole tree. So Sp = Sp0 ,
and the procedure returns the correct answer on line 5.
Finally, suppose sum(left(r)) + p(r) < m ≤ sum(r). Then r, and its inorder
predecessors, have total mass less than m for their predecessors. So neither r nor its
predecessors can satisfy the claim. Thus the procedure searches the right subtree on
line 9, returning a node ν 0 . By strong induction, ν 0 satisfies Sp0 < m0 ≤ Sp0 + p(ν 0 ),
where m0 = m − sum(left(r)) − p(r), and Sp0 equals the sum of the masses of the
predecessors of ν 0 in the right subtree of r. Whereas the complete set of predecessors
of ν 0 in the whole tree also includes r and the left children of r. Hence the mass of
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the complete set of predecessors of ν 0 is Sp = Sp0 + p(r) + sum(left(r)). Thus
Sp < m0 + sum(left(r)) + p(r) = m ≤ Sp + p(ν 0 )
and the claim is satisfied. 

Proposition A.3. Given a discrete-distribution tree with root node r, let random
variable N = DDTreeSample(r, p(r) · U(0,1) ). Then Pr(N = ν) = p(ν)/p(r) for
each node ν in the tree.
Justification: Let ν be any node in the tree, and let Sp denote the total probability mass of its inorder predecessors. By Prop. A.2, event N = ν occurs precisely
when random variable U(0,1) satisfies Sp < p(r) · U(0,1) ≤ Sp + p(ν), i.e.,
0≤

Sp
Sp
p(ν)
< U(0,1) ≤
+
≤ 1.
p(r)
p(r) p(r)

Note this interval lies between 0 and 1 because p(r) ≥ p(ν) > 0, p(r) ≥ Sp + p(ν),
and Sp ≥ 0. The relative frequency of this event is

Pr(N = ν) = Pr

Sp
Sp
p(ν)
< U(0,1) ≤
+
p(r)
p(r) p(r)



Z
=

Sp
p(ν)
+ p(r)
p(r)
Sp
p(r)

pU(0,1) (u) du =

p(ν)
p(r)

due to the nice properties of uniform random variables. 
Observe that, if tail recursion is used, each invocation of Algorithm A.1 takes
O(1) time before terminating or recursing, and thus in all uses time O(log N ) for
discrete-distribution tree of size N , which is always balanced.
A.2 Stochastic priority queue
Explanations of Dijkstra’s celebrated graph algorithm are found in many textbooks,
but here we build upon the notation and terminology used by Cormen et al. [18].
We assume we have a weighted, directed graph G = (V, E) and a weight w(u, v) ≥ 0
for each edge (u, v) ∈ E. One node s in V is designated the source node. We store
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m0 = 20, L0 = 7 (start)
d
(5, 43)

m1 = 8, L1 = 4

b
(2, 7)
a
(2, 2)

f
(3, 31)
c
(3, 3)

m2 = 1, L2 = 8

e
(4, 4)

m3 = 1, L3 = 0 (final)

h
(9, 24)
g
(8, 8)

i
(7, 7)

Figure A.3: Example invocation of DDTreeSample. The initial invocation is at
root node d with mass 20. The procedure recurses three times, returning node g.
In general, recursion can finish on any node, not necessarily a leaf.
for each node u an associated real number d(u), called its estimated distance, which
monotonically decreases as the algorithm proceeds, in a step known as relaxation.
The algorithm employs a priority queue, Q, from which vertices are drawn via
an operation denoted Extract-Min(Q), which selects, removes and returns the
vertex with smallest estimated distance. A key property of Dijkstra’s algorithm is
that when vertex u is extracted from Q, its estimated distance d(u) has been relaxed
to its true shortest-path distance from s.
Our quasi-Dijkstra variation on this algorithm is to replace the ordinary priority
queue with a stochastic priority queue Q̃ that supports an operation well described
as Extract-Near-Min(Q̃), which selects, removes and returns a vertex randomly,
according to a discrete probability distribution that favors vertices with small estimated distance.
The stochastic priority queue Q̃ is implemented as a discrete-distribution tree
where each node’s probability mass is defined to be inversely related to estimated
distance, and the Extract-Near-Min(Q̃) operation consists of sampling from
the tree using Algorithm A.1, DDTreeSample, then removing and returning its
result. The inverse relationship between estimated distance and probability mass
means that a node with a small estimated distance gets a relatively large probability
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mass, and is more likely to be returned by Extract-Near-Min(Q̃), than a vertex
with large estimated distance.
This design supports a variety of inverse relationships, but we have chosen powerlaw function m = d−β , where d is an estimated distance of a vertex, β is a positive
constant, and m is the resulting probability mass associated with the vertex. In other
words, to repeat eq. (2.20), during execution of the the quasi-Dijkstra algorithm,
for vertex v still in the priority queue, the probability that v will be removed on the
next iteration is
Pr(v will be drawn next) = P

d(v)−β
.
−β
u∈V d(u)

(A.1)

The value of β affects the dispersion of the sampled paths, as shown in Fig. A.4
and Fig. A.5. Note that if the queue contains two vertices u and v such that
d(u) < d(v), the probability mass associated with vertex u is (d(v)/d(u))β times the
size of the mass associated with vertex v. Since this ratio is larger than unity, as β
increases, the frequency with which u is preferred to v grows exponentially. Thus we
may regard Dijkstra’s algorithm (with an ordinary min-queue) conceptually as the
limiting case of the quasi-Dijkstra procedure as β increases without limit. However,
in an implementation, it is not practical to use a large value of β due to the risk
floating-point overflow.
In closing, we note that several variations on the above power-law were considered
and tested, but none offered clearly superior behavior. One such variant was an
exponential relationship, m = exp(−β·d). For small values of β > 0, this formulation
exhibited behavior similar to that of the power-law relation, eq. (A.1). However,
it was more sensitive to floating-point overflow. Other variations were considered
and tried, such as adding extra probability mass to the minimum-distance vertex,
or programming the extraction routine to alternate between different behaviors, but
all more or less served the purpose of generating short paths in the superpixel graph,
and we kept the simplest design.
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(a) β = 1.5

(c) β = 15

(b) β = 5

(d) Shortest paths (β → ∞)

Figure A.4: Effect of different power-law distributions in the quasi-Dijkstra algorithm. Paths in (a), (b), (c) connect a single source (at 9 o’clock) to eleven
destinations through a 250 × 250 eight-connected grid graph. As the power-law
exponent β of eq. (A.1) increases, the dispersion of the paths decreases. For comparison, (d) shows the shortest paths as computed by Dijkstra’s algorithm. Weights
in grid graph are defined by distance plus a squared-exponential (“Gaussian”) hill
at the center. Circles show σ and 2σ contours of the hill weights.
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β
β
β
β

→∞
= 15
=5
= 1.5

(a)

β→∞

β = 15

β=5

β = 1.5

(b)
Figure A.5: Histograms in (a) show empirical distributions of short paths generated
by the quasi-Dijkstra algorithm, using the example graph and the values of β of
Fig. A.4. Mean and variance of path-length increase with decreasing β. The “β →
∞” label denotes the shortest path computed by Dijkstra’s algorithm. Histogram
bin size is 4, number of samples is 1000. Sample paths have the same source and
destination as the 20 orange paths of Fig. A.4, shown again in (b).
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APPENDIX B
The Bhattacharyya kernel, a gauge of PDF similarity

B.1 The Bhattacharyya kernel
Let p(x), q(x) be two continuous PDFs over a univariate or multivariate domain X.
Bhattacharyya’s affinity between p and q is defined thus:
Z p
BD(p, q) =
p(x) · q(x) dx .

(B.1)

X

Jebara et al. [29] advocate this functional as a kernel function, a scalar measure
of similarity between two objects (in this case, two PDFs). Kernel methods are
a staple of contemporary machine learning [14], and kernel functions have been
created to compare diverse forms of input such as trees and sets [17]. Jebara et al.
argue that kernels to measure similarity between probability distributions serve as a
useful “contact point” between statistical and discriminative approaches to machine
learning. The former is an expressive way to formulate knowledge about inputs
and solutions [22], whereas the latter offers efficient computational methods (and
everyone wants the best of both worlds).
Our use of the Bhattacharyya kernel in (2.18) follows the spirit of this recommendation: we use it to gauge the similarity between the directional characteristics
µk , κk associated with a texton index k (§2.1)—a direct application of statistical
modeling—with a distribution describing the geometric orientation of two superpixels (Fig. 2.5). The resulting kernel value contributes to the weight used to find
short graph paths: not a canonical discriminative method, though nevertheless a
computationally efficient heuristic.
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B.2 Closed form for exponential family distributions
Jebara et al. note that for parametric probability distributions in the exponential
family, the integral can be evaluated in closed form.
Justification:

Using the notation of Bishop [13], §2.4, such distributions

parametrized by η have a PDF of the form
f (x; η) = h(x)g(η) exp(η t u(x)) ,

(B.2)

where x, η, u(x) are potentially vector-valued. If p(x) = f (x; η) and q(x) = f (x; θ),
then eq. (B.1) simplifies like so:
Z p
p(x) · q(x) dx
BD(p, q) =
X
Z p
=
h(x)g(η) exp(η t u(x)) · h(x)g(θ) exp(θt u(x)) dx
 t

ZX
p
η u(x) + θt u(x)
dx
=
|h(x)| g(η)g(θ) exp
2
X
p




Z
g(η)g(θ)
1
1
t
= 1
|h(x)| g
(η + θ) exp
(η + θ) u(x) dx
2
2
g( 2 (η + θ)) X
p
g(η)g(θ)
 .
= 1

(B.3)
g 2 (η + θ)
B.3 Application to the von Mises distribution
The von Mises distribution is an exponential family distribution that models cyclic
continuous random variables, such as angles. The conventional parameters are the
central direction µ, which is also its expected value; and concentration κ, which is
always positive and comparable to the precision

1
σ2

of a Gaussian. The PDF has the

form
1
exp(κ cos(x − µ)).
(B.4)
2πI0 (κ)
Function I0 (x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind: I0 (x) = J0 (ix).
fM (x; µ, κ) =

This distribution matches the above form when




κ cos µ
cos
x
1
 , g(η) =
,
η=
, u(x) = 
2πI0 (kηk)
κ sin µ
sin x

h(x) = 1.
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The Bhattacharyya kernel between two von Mises distributions p(x) = fM (x; µ, κ)
and q(x) = fM (x; µ0 , κ0 ) is thus

kB (µ, κ) , (µ0 , κ0 ) = BD(p, q)

(B.5)
q

=

1
2πI0 (κ)

·

1
2πI0 (κ0 )

 
 

0
0
κ
cos
µ
+
κ
cos
µ
 
1 2πI0  21 
κ sin µ + κ0 sin µ0
 
 
0
0
κ cos µ + κ cos µ
 
I0  12 
κ sin µ + κ0 sin µ0
p
=
.
I0 (κ)I0 (κ0 )

(B.6)

This is the definition used in eq. (2.18).
B.4 Numerical considerations
The geometric interpretation of kη + η 0 k above is pleasing, but if we expand
the above vector magnitude we reduce the number of trigonometric funcp
I0 (κ)I0 (κ0 ), where κ̂ =
tion calls, a practical benefit: BD(p, q) = I0 (κ̂)
p
1
κ2 + 2κκ0 cos(µ − µ0 ) + κ02 .
2
The function I0 (x) grows quickly with increasing x, and overflow has proved to be
a problem. Fortunately the GNU Scientific Library (GSL) software supplies a scaled
version of the function that computes exp(−|x|)I0 (x), which gradually decreases
and cannot overflow [2]. Consequently, the actual computation in software could be
represented more like the following, with square brackets delimiting GSL function
calls:


exp(κ̂) exp(−κ̂)I0 (κ̂)
BD(p, q) = q




exp(κ) exp(−κ)I0 (κ) exp(κ0 ) exp(−κ0 )I0 (κ0 )


exp κ̂ − 21 (κ + κ0 ) exp(−κ̂)I0 (κ̂)
= q
 q
 .
exp(−κ)I0 (κ) ·
exp(−κ0 )I0 (κ0 )

(B.7)

(B.8)
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APPENDIX C
Table of symbols

Symbol(s)

Page(s)

Description

b(s, s0 )

32

similarity of superpixel-pair pose to trail direction
learned for the image texton in s0

c(q), c(s)

28-29

texton label of pixel q or superpixel s

d(s)

34

quasi-Dijkstra algorithm estimated distance
of superpixel s from origin

Dq , Ds

27-29

image data in area of superpixel s or pixel q

e1 , e2

42, 44, 84

Hausdorff error

fAM ()

17, 29, 31

pdf of axial von Mises distribution

fM ()

17

pdf of radial von Mises distribution

FP

35

Pixel footprint corresponding to pixels in simple
superpixel path P

i

17, 26, 34

(Local) integer index

I

17, 27, 29-30 Image pixels

I0

23

Modified Bessel function of first kind, of order zero

k

23

(Local) texton label

kB (x, y)

32

Bhattacharyya kernel

kgreen

24

Example texton (see context)

l0 (s), l1 (s; T )

27-29

off-trail (l0 ) and on-trail (l1 ) likelihoods in superpixel
s given trail T

`(T )

26-27

polygonal path length of trail T

Lmin

26-27

minimum length of trail, 1900 m
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N

26-27

number of trail vertices

N (x; µ, σ)

28-29

generic Normal pdf (univariate or multivariate)

p

36, 38

significance indicator

p()

17, 27-28, 30

generic probability measure, or trail posterior

p̃(I|T )

30

compensated image I likelihood, given trail T

pa ()

29-30

alternative (non-compensated) posterior measure

pc ()

26-27, 30

curvature factor of trail prior model

pi (I|T )

27

non-compensated image I likelihood,
given trail T

pL ()

27

length factor of trail prior model

pπ ()

27, 30, 38, 41 trail prior model

P

34

q

17, 26, 28, 31 (Local) arbitrary image (p. 17) or pixel (p. 26)

q0 , q1

29

simple path of superpixels

(Local) arbitrary image off-trail (q0 ) or
on-trail (q1 ) pixel

Q0 (k), Q1 (k)

23, 28-29

Probability of label k given off-trail (Q0 ) or
on-trail (Q1 ) status, of a random pixel

s, s0

24, 27-29,

(Local) arbitrary superpixel

31-32, 34-35
S

17, 27, 34

Superpixels of image

S1

27

On-trail superpixels of image

112
T, T 0 , T 00

17, 26-31

Trail (8-connected sequence of pixel locations)

T (i)

17

Trail hypothesis

u

34

graph vertex (superpixel), in context of
Dijkstra’s algorithm

U

34

priority queue used in quasi-Dijkstra algorithm

vi

26-27

Arbitrary trail vertex

w

32

edge weight in superpixel graph

xi

26

x-coordinate of arbitrary trail vertex

yi

26

y-coordinate of arbitrary trail vertex

ZI

26

probability of image I – marginal of joint, and
normalization for posterior

α, γ

32-33

regression coefficients to improve
weight–posterior duality

α

39

test size in Student-t confidence interval

β

34

power-law exponent to control dispersion of
quasi-Dijkstra paths

γ

(See α)

∆L

26, 27

excess length of trail

θ

23

(Local) trail axis direction

θT (q)

28-29, 31

axial direction of trail T at pixel q

113
κ

23

concentration of generic von Mises distribution

κc

26

used by pc (): concentration of successive
differences of interior angles of trail

κk

23, 29

concentration of von Mises characterization of trail
axis direction in trail pixels of texton k

κs,s0

32

concentration of axial von Mises characterization
of superpixel-pair pose

λL

27

Normalization factor for pL ()

µ

23

(Local) mean of generic von Mises distribution

µs,s0

32

mean of axial von Mises characterization of
superpixel-pair pose

µk

23, 29

mean of von Mises characterization of trail axis
direction in trail pixels of texton k

ν

39

Degrees of freedom in Student-t distribution

µk

23, 28-29

mean of feature vectors of texton k

π

23, 28-29

Ratio of circumference to diameter of circle

ρ

32

Ratio of local likelihood ratio in some superpixel

Σk

23, 28-29

variance-covariance matrix of feature vectors of
texton k

φi

26-27

“Interior angle” between trail polygonal line
segments
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